Farm, JJarden and Household.
Fall and Winter Feed of

Cows.

As the cold weather approaches we are
naturally led to consider the best methods
of feeding cows to keep
up the How of
milk and to keep them in a
thriving conThis year the fall iced will'carry
dition.
■cm along into the
edge ot winter, that
is late into November.
in winter the best lood tor cows in
milk will be good sweet Knglisli hav. a
part ot which should be cut and moistened with water, as ail inferior 11;i\ or straw
should be, with an addition of root-crops,
such as turnips, carrots, parsnip.-, potatoes
mangold wur/.el. with shorts, oil cake.
Indian meal, or bean meal, if these can
be had.
it is the opinion ot most successful dai,-men that the ..ling ot moist tood cannot tie too highly recommended for cows
m milk, especially to those who desire to
1 lay cut and
I,tain the largest quantity
ihoroiiglilv moistened becomes more -ikuleiit and nutritive, and partakes more of
the nature of green grass
1 Miring the winter season, as already
0- marked. a
frequent change of fond is
-proudly necessary, both as eontributiug
tile general health ol animals, and a- a
means ol
stimulating tho digestive organs
and thus increasing tin secretion ot milk.
A mixture used a- out feed, anti well
moistened, i- now especially beneficial.
'Hire colleentr: ted food, w Ilieii would oth■

erwise be givtii in small quantities, max
Mi united with larger
quantities of coarser
old less nutritive fond, and the

complete

sinnlation

whole be better secur1 ho iiio-t nutritious kinds of food
ed
produce little or no rtl'ret when they are
Vo t
digested bv tile stomach, or if the dtoos(e,i food is not absorbed Iiv the Ivmplialie vessels, and not assimnlated bv the
arious part- of the body
Now the normal functions of the digestive organs not
ally depend on the composition of the
1-

ot

tile

■

Feed sweet and Hill rit ions food, therefore, regularly, ami change it often, and
to
bo-t results may |,o i-outiiiv111iv cxlot.
It tin eovvs are not in milk, but
0
to come in, in the spring, the iliflcr'■ic
in feeding should lie rather in die
uantity than in tin ipiality .if the highest
v 'id is to bo
expect,al from them the comc

sea-,hi.

I In mosi common feeding is hay alone,
and oftentimes very poor hay. al that.
1 in main point i~ to kev p the animal in a
oalthy and tliriv ing eomlition. and not to
-lithe lor to fail in tlo-li : and with this oboe!
me
change and variety of food iighiy important. Anil hero it niav lie
remarked that cow
in calf should not, ageneral rule, bo milk' d tin last month
s;\
weeks lioliiiv calv ing, and many
prof r to liavo them run dry nglit nr ten
weeks
I lie yield of milk is I letter die
■"in, ig season, and holds out belter, than
it they are milked up to die time ol
1
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After

All

the

Wakeful

Years.

1 il (hen so hard to die?
l’enn., ha
long enLite hath nut sueh unmarred blisjoyed a high reputation for excellence in
A tier Hie last parting er\.
dairy products and the question lias often
i >< alii i tint blank nothingness.
been asked how is No. 1 Philadelphia butter
Now ii see met 11 >ad t •» lu*
made :J Dairymen and agricultural editors
Laid ill -ome drear eliaillbei deadhave repeatedly visited Chester
While the loved ones tearfully
County to
.Move around with awed, hushed tread.
learn the grand secret of the suporioritv
Then we shall he sleeping deep.
of the products of its dairymen, and have
Theirs, nut our-, will be the tear-:
reported all they saw and heard, but tho ■;<•
I ii Then -u hard to deep.
who expected the revelation of some
Viter all the w akefnl \ ear- ?
■•great tiling" have read these reports w ith
\\ hat -lioiild make u- Tear or Tail
That we never wake again?
disappointment. Some have ascribed the
S\ hat i- death, that we should
excellent flavor and line taste of the “Philipiail
I il not sure end uf pain?
adelphia tmtter" to some supposed peon
IVrleet slumber, perTei t re t.
liarity of the grasses, &c„ of Chester
No more heat, or rain-, or snow
t
No more hopeless w ar\ ijlle-1.
'ontity Hut we believe facts do not war
rant the conclusion that this section onjovs
No more lading of life'- rose.
No more -orrow-land, to reap:
any superior natural advantages over other
N
more w aking unto tear •:
good dairy regions of the count r\.
I it then so hard to sleep.
The editor of the douriial of the Farm
A Tier all tile wakeful \ earlias recently visited one of the best dairies
in Chester County for the purpose of learn
M ile. Olyiiipe Zabriski.
ing just how ibis butter is made. lie
I !:. VMriv'h in tin* October Atlnutit’
makes a lengthy statement >>1 his \i>ii
with comments on what he -aw and
We are a<cii i.»im d t«* speak w ith a eerheard, but the following -iimmaiw em- lain light :t*«»n\ of the tendency which
braces all the facts stated :
woman have to
gos-ip, as if the sin itself
Flu* cows are mostly thoroughbred .lor
if this is a -in. wen* <u the gentler sex, and
s

;

particular

care

is taken that the

cow

s

are

Americans need no such astringents, no
such norve-ijuiekoners That ten-drinking
is one great cause of nervousness among
our women I believe
every thinking man
and woman will agree; and I often wish
that our first row with our mother count ry
had been over something worth lighting
about, instead of an old tea-chest. Oat
meal, Indian meal, grind and cocoa, or
chocolate, are the beverages to be partaken
of by the women who nurse babies. These

up-

tmnr.
ami also to the /u'ni/t/ci
tie* animal: ami thi- eoiihl not he eflect»-d bx the ordinary lood and method-of
feeding, -inee it
impossible i<» induce a
ow t.
.>n-nme t
In-<jnant i'\ t hay re«jui-ite to supply the wn-le
>J the
\-te|||.
and keep up. at lie1 -one time,
lull
v ield ot
the he-t ijiiality of milk.
lie
used, to *iue extent, abbam-s. kohl rahi,
man.'olds, -imrts, and other substances,
rieli in tin* coii-tiliieul of cheese and hut
Aly lood lor mileh eoVYs. saxs he,
if! or having undergone v arion■, modiliea
tion-, ha- for two seasons
consisted of
tape cake live pound- and hrau two
p-ainds. for each < ou mixed w ilh a sutli
eieiit «|a:1111ity of 1 teau '(raw, oat straw
oid .shells of oat-, in e.pial proportions, to
uppl. them thic time a dnv with auieh as ihe\ will eat
The w hole of the
material- a
moi-teiied and Mended together. and. after hein’j well v/are
given to the animal- in a warm date.
I he attendant i- allowed om* pound t<
-lie ami a halt
pounds per cow, according
to eireum.-tanee-, of'heau meal, which he is
charged to give to each <o\\ in proportion
to tin* yield of milk; tho-e in full milk
getting two pound- each per dax, others
hut little. It i- dry. and mixed with the
steamed food oil its being dealt out sepa-

Philadelphia Butter.

says:
nursing babies should never drink
It 1 had time I could tell you in plain
tea.
terms the reason for this assertion.
I do
not believe in tea for any one outside the
countries where it is raised. 1 have no
doubt that there it i' a national blessing.

lin most elaborate and valuable experments in the feeding and management ol
milch eovvs are those reeeniiv made bv
Mr
I
Iliirsfall. of Kngiand. His praetice i- ot sin'll general application and
importance as t,, be worthy of alteiition.
ity his course of treatment he found that
he c mid produce as much and as rich but
ter in vv inter a- in summer
i
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('hosier Countv,

who

e,'living

ill-

VOLUME

eotiltl

I>\

chance he

no

a

masculine pec-

So far as my observation
should eat nothing to impart a bail taste cadillo
goes,
to tlie product: the milk is strained into men are as much given to small talk as
large Jewett pans, and cooled by water w omen, and it is undeniable that we have
from a cold spring; the milk room is ou- produced the highest tvpe of gossipin’extdated. and is closely partitioned from an tant. Where will you find, in or out of
adjoining room where butter is churned, literature >urh another droll, delightful,
and worked: care is taken not to work the, chatty busybody as Samuel lVpys, Kmj.,
butter o much as to injure ils grain, and secretary to the admirably in the reignsalt is Used in careful proportions. The of tliose fortunate gentlemen (’harles 11.
printing of the balls is doin'by ail ingeri and James If of Kngland? lie is the
oil sly contrived machine which does awa\
king of tattlers, as Shakespeare is the
with nearly all the labor necessary in the king oi poets
1 lie butter i- printed
old hand method.
l! il came to a mailer of pure gossip. !
in half-pounds, just twice as long as wide,
would back Oiirt'lub against the Sorosis
and marked across the middle so that it ; or any woman s club in existence.
Whenmay be divided by one smooth cut of a j e\ei y op see in our drawJug-rootn four or
knife, and be in a square cube, printed and liv e y oung fellow s lounging in easy-eliairs.
reaily for the table Two of these half- cigars in band, and now and then bringing
pounds, laid together, make a square, their head- together over the small round
w Inch is one-half as deep as it is in length.
Japanese table which i> always the pivot
1 hroughouf the whole process, from the of these social circles, you mav be sure
food of the cows to the delivery of the they are discussing Tom's engagement, or
butler in market the most sent pit Ions neat- Dick's extravagance, or Harry's hopeless
ness j- enforced by both example and prepassion for the younger Miss Fleurdelys.
No odor is allowed to enter the
11 is here that old 1 ippleton gets execrated
cept.
milk room or the one adjoining it. Sewed lor that everlasting bon mot of his which
corn. Hungarian grass and loots are raised
was ijuite a success at
dinner-parties forty
as
adjuncts to the pasture and meadow on years ago; it is here the belle of the seawhich the cows feed, from w hose product
son passes under the
scalpels of merciless
is manfaetured No. 1 Fhiladelphia butter. young sergeons: it is here B's financial
condition is handled in a way that would
Hints to Nursing Mothers.
make B's hair stand on end; it is here, in
The .Journal of Health
Women short .that ev cry thing is canvassed,—every

lood hut also on its volume.
the volume
or
bulk of the food contributes to the
healthy activity of the digestive organs.
•*.v ex.-rcising a stimulating t-llcct on the
Ives
whieh govern them. Tims the
whole organization ol ruminating animal' necessitates the -upplv
of bulkv
i""d. to keep the animal in a good condition.

plv

being,

>ey

■

ing

their kindness and consideration for the
welfare ot tie party being especially great.
I'he explorers had plenty of food, and
occasionally during the winter tliev were
presented with a walrus by the Ksqiiiinaux.

j

insure ipiaHty as well as ipianlilv, and
made of rich good mill,, can be freely partaken of. There is m. need of an ordinary
young woman growing thin because she
is nursing.
Then, again, infants should
be held as little as possible, trotted and
rocked never. Accustom your baby at once
to the bed or crib, and insist, whatever
your nurse may -ay to t lie emit ran upon
its sleeping alone. Then feed your baby
regularly, and disabuse your mind ot the
impression that it is hungry every lime it
No woman should nurse
makes a noise.
her infant nftencr than twice in the night :
and at sj\ months this should lie -lopped
entirely, in order to guard the mother
against the exhaustion which follow in
evitably upon the keeping up of this unt >nee in two or three
natural night drag,
hours during the day is also i|iiitc often
enough. Hear in mind, also, that your
baby wants, and must have, cold water to
drink laih
Begin first, and immediately,
with a tea -poonful, allowing the child to
lie its own judge as to the <| mint ily’. < I i \ ■
voiir babies room enough to breathe and
plenty of sunshine, and my word on it
you will have ii" trouble: mothers can do
this lit taking proper care of themselves.
liil
The present sy stem of bringing up
dren is an nliominat ion : but what more can
bo expected with so little preparation for
life and its duties on the part of our women ?

thing

that

happens in our set, 1 mean,
much that never happens, and a great
deal that could not possibly happen. It

Our Club that I learned tin* particular- .»f the Van Tvviller affair.
It w i- a great entertainment to Our
Olub, the \ an Tvv iller affair, though il
was rather a
joyless thing. I fancy, for
\ an 1 wilier.
To understand the ease
lidly.it should In* understood that Ralph
\ an Tvv iller i-one of the proudest and
ni" ;t sensitive men
living, lb* is a lineal
deseendent of Wonier \ an Tw iller, the
famous old I bitch gov erimr of New \ ork,
Nieuw Amsterdam, as it was then; liis
anee-lors have always been burgomasters
or admirals or
gener ds, and his mother is
the Mr\ anrensselaer Vanxandt Van
I w ilier w ho.
magnificent place will be
pointed "in to you on the right bank of
the Huds.ni. a- you pass up the historic
river to Idlewild
Ralph is about tvveiitvtive y.-ar-old
Birth made him a gentleman, and the ri-e of real estate—some of
il in tin* l.imily sine
the old governor's
time
made him a millionaire.
It was a
kindly fairy that stepped in and made him
a
g<*"d fellow also. Fortune, 1 lake it.
w as in her mo-t
jocund mood when she
heaped her gift- in t h i s fashion on Van
Twiller. vv ho vv a and vv ill be again, w hen
Ilf el.nid bl"W
over, the Mower of Our
< ‘lidi.
About a v ••;»!* ag" there tame a whisper
ii t lie W"i'd
vv hi per
is not loo harsh a
term i" apply to what seemed a more
breath Heating gently through the atiuos
phere of the billiard-room imparting the
intelligence that Van Tvviller was in souk*
kind of trouble.
Ju t as everybody sudwas

at

■

denly takes »o vv earing sijuaivlooil boots,
to draw iug bis neck scarf through a ring,
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live to the wildest conjectures.
Whether
she was black tressed Melpomene, with
bowl and dagger, or Thalia, with the fair
hair and the laughing face, was only to be
guessed at. It was popularly conceded,
however, that Van twiller was on the
point of forming a dreadful mesal/iana
I 'p to this period he had visited the club
regularly. Suddenly he ceased to appear.
He was not to be seen on Broadway, or in
the Central l’ark, or at the house he gen■

His chambers—and
erally frequented.
mighty comfortable ones they were -on

Thirty-fourth
had

lie
street were deserted
ot the world, shot like a
star from his orbit in the

dropped out
bright particular

heaven of the best

society.

Where's Van Twiller ?"
■W ho's seen Van Twiller?"’
•'What has become of Van I’willer !J"
1 telanoy picked up the livening l’ost,
and read, with a solemnity that betrayed
young Firkins into, -11\ jove now
".Married, on the loth instant by the
Ke\
Friar Laurence, at the residence of
the bride's uncle, Montague Capulet, Esq
Mis Adrienne l.e Couvrcnr to Mr. llnlph
Van Twiller. both of this city. No cards."
It strikes me." said Frank Livingstone,
who had been rattling the leaves of a
magazine at the end of the table, "that
you fellows are in a great fever about Van
Tv\ iller."

aou i iiml it \
cry perplexing to explain
"hat Van Twiiler w as wholly unable to
explain to himself, lie was not in love
w ith Mademoiselle
Olvmpe. He had no
wish to speak to her or to hear her speak.
•Nothing could have been easier, and nothing further from his desire, than to know
her
personally. A Van Twiiler personally acquainted with a strolling female aerobat ! tlood heavens! That was
something
possible only w ith the diseoverv of perpetual motion. Taken from her theatrical setting, from her lofty perch, so to say
outlie trapeze-bar, and Olvmpe Zabriski
would have shocked every aristocratie fibre in \ ail Twiiler-s body,
lie w as simply fascinated by her marvellous grace
and hm. and the magnetic recklessness
ot the girl,
li w as very young in him and
very weak, and no member of th Norosis,
or all the Sorosisters
together, could have
been more severe on Van Twiiler than he
was on him-ell
'To be weak and to know
it. i- something of a punishment to a
proud man. Van Vwillei took his punishment and went to tile theatre
regularly.
When the engagement comes to an
end
be meditated, ••that will finish the

■

“So we
■

are.

Well, lie ha-simply gone out of town.'’
Where?"
■l p to the old homestead on the Hud-

son."

“It's an odd lime of the year fora fellow to go into the count ry."
“He has gone to vi~it his mother, said
I .i\ ingstone.
■•In February
"I didn't know, Delaney, there yvas any
statute in force prohibiting a man from
y isiting his mother in February if he wants
to."
Delaney made
the

yyiih

some

a

dropped.
Livingstone

hand in gloy e with Van
Tyviller. and if any man shared his conliyvas

denee it yvas Livingstone.
He was aware
of the gossip and speculating that had
been rife in the club, but he either yvas
not at liberty, or did not think it worth
while to relieve our curiosity. Ill the
course of a week or tyyo it yvas reported

that Van Tyviller

yvas

■

■

light remark about

of communing with nature
cold in her head, and the topic yvas

pleasure

going toKurope;

looked so small and white from where
Van Twillcr sat!
This frightful idea fascinated while it
chilled him, and helped to make il
nearly
impossible for him to keep away from the
theatre. In the beginning bis attendance
had not interfered with his social duties
or pleasures : but now he came to find it
distasteful after dinner to do anything but
read, or walk the street aimless unless it
was time to
goto the play. When that
was over, he was in no mood to
go anywhere but to his rooms. So he dropped
away by insensible degrees from his habitual haunts, was missed, and began tube
talked about at the club. Catching some
intimation of tliis, he ventured no more in
the orchestra -tails but shrouded himself
behind the draperies of the private box
in which
Delaney and I thought we saw
him on one occasion.

j

business."

Mademoiselle Olynip *'s engagement
dually did conic to an end, and -lie delint her engagement bad been
parted.
highly beneficial to the treasury-chest of

the up-tow n theatre, and before Van Twiller could got over missing her, she had
returned from a short western tour, and
her immediate re-appearance was underlined on the play-bills.
(>ii a dead-wall opposite the windows

A dozen of us went down of Van Twiller's
and so he did
sleeping room there apto the Scotia to see him oil'.
It yvas iv- peared. a- if
by magic, an aggressive
l’ri shing to have something as positive as poster with .Mademoiselle
Ol.ympe Zabristhe fact that Van Tyviller had sailed.
ki on it in letters at least a loot
high. This
Shortly after Van Tyvillcr's departure tiling stared him ill the face when be woke
the whole thing came out. Whether Liy
up one morning. It. g:n e him a sensation
ingstone found the secret too heavy a bur- as it she had called on him over night,
den, or whether it transpired through and left her card.
some indiscretion on the
From time to lime through the dav he
part of .Mrs Vanrensselaer Yanzandt Van Tyviller, l canregarded that poster with a sardonic eve.
not say : but one evening the entire story
lie iiad pitilessly result ed not to repeat
was in the
the folly of the previous mouth.
possession of the club
'To sav
Van Tyviller had actually been very
that this moral victory cost him nothing
deeply interested, —not in an actress, for would be to deprive1 il of merit. It cost
the legitimate drama yvas not her yvalk in him
many an internal struggle. It is a
life, but—in .Mademoiselle Olympe 7.x
tine tiling- t,i see :i man seizing bis tempbriski. yy hose really perilous feats on the tation by the throat, and
wrestling with
trapeze had astonished New York the il, and trampling it under foot, like St.
'This was the spectacle Van
year before, though they had failed to at
\iithony
tract Delaney and me the night we wan- Twiiler was
exhibiting to the angels.
dered into the up-tow n theatre on the trail
The evening Mademoiselle was to make
ot Van Tvviller's mystery.
her re-appearance. Van Twiiler having
That a man like Van Tyviller should be dined at the elilb mid
feeling more like
fascinated for an instant by a common himself than he bad felt for weeks, return
circus-girl seems incredible: but it is al- e-1 to hi chamber, and putting on dressways the incredible tiling that happens. ing-gow n mid slippers, piled up the great
De-ides, .Mademoiselle Olympe was not a er part ot hi- library about him, and fell
common eireu—girl ; -he yvas a most darto reading a-sidiioiish
fliere is nothin0'
ing and startling gymnaste. w ith a beautv like a quiet evening at home w ith some
and a grace of movement that gave to her
slight intellectual occupation, after one's
audacious performance almost an air of featherhave been stroked the wrong
prudery. Watching her wondrous dex- w ay.
terity and pliant strength, both exercised
\\ lieu* the lively
French clock on the
without apparent effort, it seemed the
mantle-shell a base of malachite surmost natural proceeding in the world that
mounted b\ a living bronze Mercury w ith
she should do those unpardonable things.
its arms spread gracefully on the air, and
She had a way of melting from one grace
not remotely suggestive of Mademoiselle
till po lure into another, like the dissolvOlvmpe in the act of executing her grand
thrown
from
a
ing figure
stereoptieon.
from the trapeze
when the clock
she yvas like a lithe, radiant shape out of Might
1 repeat, struck nine. Van Twiiler paid
tin' tireeiim mythology, now poised .up
lio attention to it.
That was certainly a
there aboy c the gas lights, and noyv gleamI am anxious to render Van
triumph.
ing through tile air like a -lender gilt nr- Twiiler all Hie justice 1 can, at the
point
royv.

of the narrative, inasmuch

as

when the

j
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Two or three times, in the course of
The Polaris Expedition.
the narrative, the matron had some dif1 he cable despatches in .relation io the
ficulty in preserving the gravity of her l’ohiris expedition are
supplemented bv
countenance. After meditating a lew minthe mails, which
bring copious details ot
utes, she tapped Van Twilier softly on the the
the gallant crew
sufferings endured
arm with the tip of her
parasol, and in- alter the abandonment by
of the Polaris. The
vited him to return with her the next day
survivors who arrived at Dundee were
up the Hudson and made a brief visit at
S. o. Huddington, sailing and iee
the home of his ancestors. He accepted ('apt.
master: Dr Kmil liessels; II C. Chester,
the invitation with outward alacrity and I
first mate: William Martin, second mate
inward reluctance.
Kmil Schumann, chief engineer : A. Odell,
When this was settled, and tiie worthy
second engineer: W. K. Campbell, tireman ;
lady had withdrawn, Van Twilier went N. .1. Collin,
carpenter; 11. I.cmmens, seadirectly to the establishment of Messrs. man;
Henry Hobby, seaman, and .Voah
Hull, Black & Company, and selected, with
Haves, seaman. All the men were found
uneerring taste, the finest diamond brace- to be well, anil none of them exhibited
let procurable. For His mother? Hear
features of emaciation or decrepitude
it
me. no!
She had the family jewels
from statements furnished In
1 Would 1101 like to state the enormous appears
several of the crew that
to the midsum \ an fwiller
paid for this bracelet, ll dle ot October last the prior
had been leakship
was such a
of
diamonds
as
would
clasp
have hastened the pulsation of a patrician ing badly, and that it was then deemed
advisable to consider her abandonment.
wrist. It was such a bracelet as 1 Vince
With tills \ iew a number of men
proceedCamaralzaman might have sent to the
ed lo ihe iee while the others remained on
iVincess Badoura.and the Princess Badoura
board, tin-object being to take evervtiling
—might have been vert glad to get
ashoriMvhieh would be in any way useful in
In the fragrant Levant morocco case,
view of a long sojourn in the Polar region.
when1 these happy jewels lived when they
Haddington, Schumann and others tell die
were at home, Van 'fwiller
thoughtfully story ot (’apt. Hall’s death without varvitur
placed liis card, on the hack of which he I
from aeeo nits alreadv pubhad w ritten a line hogging .Mademoiselle j essentially
lished. Schumann says that after the rel
Mympc Zabriski to accept Liu* accompany- j turn trom the northern
sledge journey, on
ing tritle from one who had witnessed her j
the cabin the Captain turned
graceful performances with interest and entering
sick and after lying down vomited a
great
pleasure. This w as not done inconsider- deal.
lie would not taste anvthing at
"Of
course
1
must
enclose
ately.
my first, but afterwards asked for a
of
tea.
cup
card, as I would to ant lailt". Van Twii
He got the tea, but ke had no sooner
parler had said to himself; "a Van fwiller
taken of it than the vomiting returned
can neither write an anonymous letter
more violenth
than before. About six
nor make an anom molts present."
Blood hours attorn
aril he took delirium, and conentails its duties as well as it- privileges.
tinued in this condition for three davs.
flic casket dispatched to it.- destination,
(In recovering his senses, however, lie
\’:in 'fwiller felt easier in his mind
lie
grew better, got tip, and wrote up his
was under obligations to the girl for many
journal, lie also attended to his other
an
agreeable hour that might otherwise duties as if he had been in lie usual health,
hate passed heavily, lie had paid the
hut he never went out.
.it
about ten
debt, and he had paid it m /irinrt, as beafterwards he was again seized and
came a Van Twilier.
lie spent the rest if days
worse and worse until the
night ot
the day looking at some pictures at got.
the 7th, when he became calm.
Seeing
and
at
the
and
in
club,
tioupifs,
making Dr. liessels near, he called to him and
a few purchases tor his trip up the Hudsaid:
I am very much obliged to you
son.
A coiiciousness that this trip up I he
for the kindness you have shown me,
Hudson was a disorderly retreat came
Doctor." After tittering these words he
over him unpleasantly at intervals.
and in the morning lie w as dead,
When he returned to his room l.ati at relapsed,
(.'apt. Haddington, the sailing master and
night, lie found a note tying on the writ- second in eoinmain., then took
charge of
ing-table. He started as his eye caught the vessel, and Dr. liessels headed
the
tin* words "-Theatre" stamped in carscientific and exploring parti. I apt. Httdmine letters on one corner of tin*
\

ail

l wiIUt broke Mu* zeal wun

envelope. diugtou

iremnuni;

lingers.

Now, 1 his nolo sonio linw* allerwards
fell into the hands of Livingstone, who
showed it to Stuyvesant, who showed it :<•
me, and 1 copied it as a literan euri<»il\
The note ran as follows :

j

make-

a

long

statement

covering

the w hide of the voyage trom tin- time the
Polaris left Tessiusak, in August. 1*71,
confirming tortile most part the rumors
that ha\e already been chronicled. The
follow ing is
<

\

rr.

m i»i»in<.

i«>\'s si

a

rr.xii

\

I'hr Polaris started southward in August
1 ^7g. ('apt. lhiddington having determined to make the best of his wax t<> the
l nited stales as soon as the it* would
permit. The ship went slowly along the
western shore, when tin* ship having got
further into midehannel, xx as (irmly heset
by the iee. In latitude about so deg -to
see. north, fears xwre entertained that sinwould become a xvreck. but fortunately
she xx as freed again. (>n the lhth of August
The next day Van fwiller neither »*\ | the ship xvas made fast xvith heavy hawsers to
a large iee lloe, in latitute so deg.
pressed norfeltam unwillingness to spend I ! min.
north, ami hen* sin* remained beset
a few weeks with Ids
mother at tin* old |
till tin* loth ot October, xvhen the exploring
homestead
party became broken up into txvo comAnd then he went abroad
panies, one company of nineteen persons,
Mu. \

rwiu.KK, 1>i:ak mi::—i am vem
grealfull
you tor tliat Braeelctt, il eom»*< ju-i
in tee nit* of time for me. 'flint Madem<»isell«Zabriski dodg is about plaitl out. M\ heanl is
getting to much for me. i shall have lo grow a
mustasli anil take to some other line of hiisyUcss, i doiit no what now, hut will let you no.
You wool feel had it i m-11 that Braerl.-tt. i
have seen Abrahams Moss and he say> In* will
tlo the square thing. IMeas aeeep my thanks t->r
youiv Beautifull ami unexpected present.
Your respeefull servent.
t IIAKI.KS MoMMOltl'M I W aI ii.i:
\n

t<»

V Stuuy ok I'iihk.i: ( im.iutiA
In May I
last a railroad conductor lifted a handle of
old clothes from the ears to the depot plat
form at lied Wing. This bundle had i
conic all the way from ('liiengo, and inside 1
of it was a little four years old girl, with
a basket, in her hand, to which was attached a card, stating that her name was
Minnie Mead, and that she was to be left
at Ked Wing till called for by her father,
(■eorge Mead. After the ears went crashing away in a cloud of smoke and du-t
the loungers scattered, and the little maid
was left alone to talk to herself and "make
believe'1 she was eating bread anil butter.
As the day wore on this bonneeide lair
gain out, and she toddled about gazing
wistfully at, the strange faces of tin* teamsters who came occasionally to fetch luggage from the depot, until finally, realizing that no one wanted her, she began to
At last, as night came on. a mothersob.
ly woman heard there was a lone, torgol
ten child crying at the depot.
When1

j

of ten men, txvo Esquimaux,
it h their wives and fix e children taking
to the ice lloe, and tin* other company,
toiirtecu ill number, remaining on hoard
tin* Polaris, under command of apt Haddington. (>n the night ot tin* loth A October, 1 *7'-', a storm sprung iq», a heavy
gale blowing from tin* south and accom-

consisting
xx

Tlu; repanied by a very heavy snoxx
sult xvas that tin* ship, which xx is tln*n in
latitude 7-s deg.
t mill, north, or about
two miles north of Littleton Island, called
by l>r Kane the Point of Lifeboat < ove,
broke adrift from tin* party on the iee.
h
xvas then found necessary, owing to tin*
leaky condition of the vessel, to start the
pumps, and ke. p the water Irom getting
into tin tires,
for this purpose all hands
xvejv put to tin* pumps, xvith tin* rxeept ion o| the txvo tin men, xvho kept burning sral blubber and pint* xvootl to get the
steam up as soon as possible. After steam
had bet*ii got up tin* .ship xvas kept :n the
position she occupied till daylight appeared
Meanwhile ( apt. Haddington ami all
on
board were deeply anxious about tin*
party on the iee tloe, and it xvas his first
work, a-* soon as day light had sulliciently
• laxvned, to
appoint, the best --look-out" he
could liud on hoard, xvith the viexv, if pos-

describing Mademoiselle Olympe half-hour sounded musically, like a crysas
she appeared to Van Tyviller on the tal ball
so il became all at once the fashion, w ithdropped into a silvci bow l, be
out any preconcerted agreement, for every- lirst occasion yy lieu he -trolled into the rose from Hie chair automatically, thrust
body I" -peak of Van Twiller as a man in theatre where she yvas performing. To bis feet into his walking shoes threw his
some way under a cloud.
But what the me she was a girl of eighteen or twenty overcoat across his arm, and strode out of (ieorge Mead came several daysafterw.ini
cloud w as, and lmw he got under it, were years of age (maybe -he was much older,
the room.
for the little bundle a brute mother had
To be w eak and to scorn your W eakness shipped to him, he found Minnie
points that lifted themselves into the realm for pcarl-poyvder and distance keep these
very
rately.
but
«»f pure conjecture. 'There was no man in
people perpetually young,) slightly
and not to be able to conquer it. is, as has well prov ided for, and it Would have been
W lieu thi" lood i> eateli lip, green fond
with
sinews
ot
silver
built,
the club with strong enough wing to his exquisitely
been said, a hard Hung: and I suspect it
better it' he had left her there.
lint he
given consisting >1 cabbages from Or
imagination to soar to the supposition that wire: rather pretty, perhaps, after a man- was not with unalloyed satisfaction that took her back to Mineola, and placed her sible, of
discovering those xvho had been
toher to Hecember, koli! ralii until l’ebru
the
effects
of
ner.
bill
the
Van Tvviller was embarrassed in money
showing plainly
Van Tw iller found himself taking hi- seat with the other little wretches whom their left to their tale on tin* iee tloe.
Seasonable Receipts.
Not a
and
til
time
With
a
-In*
drafts
was
on
her
ary,
grass
mangold
matter\\ a-lie in lov ? That appeared exhaustive
making
in the I aek part of the private box night
mother had abandoned. Minnie and Delia I race, iiowex er, of the missing party could
I'" 1*i;ksi:i:vi (Jukka (ii!\i-is.
Take
view to niecty «d llavor, 1 limit the supply
nearly a impossible: for it he had been physical vitality. Now. Van Tyviller yvas after liielil during the second engagement her three-year-old sister, and Knnua, who : be s,*en, xx ho doubtless must also have
*t green food to thirty or thirty -1 i \ t pounds tlic largest grapes before they commence in
love, all the world that is, perhaps a an enthusiast on the subject of calisthenics. of Mademoiselle Olvmpe
H was so easy
was but sixteen, in an old dilapidated I
kept a \ erx anxious look-out for the vessel
to
Take
turn
stone
and
scald
them.
tor
eaeii
M'tereaeh
four
teed,
ripe;
per day
hundred lirsl families
would have know n “If I had a daughter." Van ’Tyviller used not to stay away
and then the lather went away, Meanwhile the state o! the vessel created
building,
of
to
each
of
a
to say. “I wouldn't send her to boardingpound
ngur
pounds o| meadow hay. or twelve pounds three-quarters
all about it instant ly
In this second edition et Van Twiller’s they knew not where, liy and by the old- alarm,
owing to the water rising within
;
1 hey are pound of grapes ; clarify it as tor apricots ;
school, or a nunnery; I'd send her to a
per day is given to -aeh <•• *vv
••lb- has the symptom-,
said Delaney,
fatnity ,his ease was even worse than before. est sister went out into the country to her very last. It xvas deemed advisable by
then hoil the grapes in it until soft, hut
allowed water twice a day to the extent
for
the
lirst
live
Our
”1
remember
once
hen
Jack
w
gymnasium
years.
laughing.
He not only thought of Olvmpe quite a work for a farmer.
Sometimes she came all ou board that the
only >atety they now
not to jam; skim them out and pul into
American women have no physique. 'They number ol" times between breakfast and
they will drink.**
Flemming—"
and left them food; but there through all had xvas to endeavor to run her ashore
Kean straw uncooked being found bard jars with tin* syrup.
are
lilies, pretty,—and perishable. You dinner, be not only attended the interlude the dark
Ned!" cried l lemming, ”1 protest
nights and through all the tierce The pumps became perfectly inadequate
and unpalatable, it was steamed to make
marry an American woman, and what do
1.. PkksKUVK Picai;s.
Take pears not again.-l any allusion I" that business.’'
regularly but lie began in spite of him- thunder storms of the summer, these de- to keep down the xxater and keep the vesu
soft and pulpy, when it possessed an
Look
A
at.
the
?
headache.
This
was
one
Fug- self. to occupy bis leisure hours at night serted babies
night when Van Tvviller you marry
quite ripe, and peal oil'the skins. Prepare
hyjjiiled together on an old sel afloat, and by this time also little steam
agreeable odor, and impartial it- Haver to a syrup with three-quarters of a pound ol had w andered into the club, turned over lisli girls. They are at least roses, and
by dreaming of lie”. ibis was too much i|uilt, with no one Apparently to care for could be got Up. because of the fuel having
It was cut tin* this purtie whole mi'"'
last
lhe
season
through."
of a good thing, and Van "Tw iiler regard- them.
An aunt who liv ed not far away
readingsugar to each pound of fruit.. .Melt it and the magazines absently in tj
been almost
consumed.
It is.
pose just before ripening, but after the hoil for half an hour,
Walking home from the theatre that ed il so. Hesides, the dream was always took no notice of them, and a few days how ever, tin* entirelyof (
removing all the room. and wandered out again without first
Huddington
opinion
apt.
bean was fully grown, and in this stab*
The most careless
night, it Hilled through Van 'Twiller's the same, a harrowing dream, a dream ago the county judge learned that three that he
seunt which rises.
Put in the pears, and speaking ten words.
might have succeeded in keeping
v\ afound to possess nearly double the
mind that if he could give this girl's set of
let them hoil for ten minutes, or just long
to
the little girls were starving in that old build- the vessel afloat til! he had reached the
eye Would have marked the change that
adapted
singularly
shattering
mount of dbuminoii matter, so valuable
nerves aim muscles to any one of the two
nerves of a ma.i like Van 'Twiiler.
lie ing.
lie found them cowering in the old Danish settlement had the fuel stood out,
enough to soften a little; then take nut, had come over Van Tvviller. Now and
to milch <*n'vs, of good meadow or upand cover tightly with paper wet m then I e wmii ! play a game of billiards hundred high-bred women he kneyy he would imagine hinisell seated at the thea- ruin, naked, weak and perishing for food. ami clear leads been obtained from tin*
land hay
Kean or shorts j> also vastly
would marry her on the spot and worship tre
(with all the men hers of our club in The first he ottered them they ate raven- iee.
After midnight on the loth of Octowhiskey or alcohol, and cover with an- with Bret Dane or John Hay, or stop to
mproved by steaming or soaking with other paper placed over the mouth of the chat a moment in the vestibule with her forever.
the parquette), watching Mademoiselle ously, but their famished stomachs would ber tin* xx ind died
axvay, and tin* ship xva>
hot water, when it- nutriment i" more
Reid
but
lie
\\
hitelavv
was an altered
I
lie
lie
as
went to see Olvmpe
usual, when suddenly that not retain it. They had torn some old cali- kept afloat by the hand and steam pumps.
following evening
It contains about jar.
readily assimilated
m in.
W hen at the club, he was usually to Mademoiselle Olympe again.
■•Olympe young lady would launch herself despe- co into strips, tied to an old pewter mug, When the morning came the wind shifted
lourteen percent, of albumen, and is rich
Sen ten Can ri-.uiei..
We prefer the
be found in tin small smoking-room up
Zabriski.” lie thought, as lie sauntered rately from Hu trapeze, and come living and with this they had managed to draw to the northeast, and then tin* vessel xvas
a
phosphoric acid. Kape-eake was found rough skin, lirni fruit, though ripe. We stairs, seated n a tauten'd fast asleep,
the lobby, "wliat a*queer name! through the ai like a firebrand buried al from an uncurbed well the only refresh- found to be about three miles from tin*
T be exceedingly valuable. Linseed and tried the large California citron this year with the last number of The Nation in his ! through i- French,
and Zabriski is Polish. liis private box. Then the unfortunate ment they had tasted for days and days. ’.and. 1
Olympe
lavmg found a favorable opening
>iton.seed cake mav pr ibably be substitu- and found them very good. Take out the
hand. Once if you went to two or three It is her non <l<‘ i/n>'rr<\ of course; her real man would wake up w u li cold drops stand- If some neighbor had not relented at the in the iee, xvith a
good change in the xviud.
t'd tor it in this country.
Mr Horsfall is seed, cut and pare, then cover the whole
of an evening, you wen* certain to name is probably Sarah Jones.
W hat ing on his forehead.
sight id' their wan faces and told the coun- tin* l’olaris, steamed with a small boiler
aeriistiuiied to turn his cow in May into quantity with good eider \iuegar.
We places
meet Van 1 wilier at them all.
You sel- kind of a creature can she lie in private
I Here is one redeeming leutnre in tins
ty judge about it. only a day or two more under all sail for the land. A quarter of
rich pasture, housing them at night and used a large earthen crock and let it stand
dom met him in society now
life I wonder? 1 wonder if she wears that infatuation of Van Twiller's which the se- would have elapsed before the rats would i a mile from the shore the vessel was
them
a
mess
nt
the
steamed
mixNext
the
measure
giving
overnight..
morning
By and by came whisper number two, a costume all the time, and if she springs to ller moralist will love to look, upon—tile have been lighting over their little brought up against a tloe, and she took
ture and some
hay morning and night : vinegar and throw away the half of it w hisper more emphatic than number one, her meals from a horizontal bar. t )f course serene unconsciousness of the
Mineola would be a good field tin* ground at low xxater.
All on board
person who corpses.
and from June to October they have cut Then to every quart that is left add three
but -till untraeeable to any tangible mouth- she rocks the baby to sleep on the trapeze.” caused it.
She wen! through her rote for ('hristian missionaries. [Missouri lie
then set energetically to work, discharging
gras" in tin- "tall, besides what they get in
pounds of sugar, and put it on the stove piece
This time the whisper said Van
Tu
And Van
iller went on making comical with admirable apiomh, drew her salary, publican.
the pasture, and two feeds of the steamed with the fruit and let it simmer until y en
everything out of tin* ship that could be
Tvviller was in love.
lint with whom? domestic tableaux of Mademoiselle Za- it may lie assumed
of any possible use, such as stores, etc.,
punctually, and appears
1 think we did ours over
mixtup* a day
After tin beginning of think it done.
The lit ot possible Mrs. Van Twillers vvabriski, like the clever, satirical dog lie from lirst to la-1 to Imre lieen ignorant
but unfortunately there was little or no
Don't forget to cook with it
October the row an kept housed.
With two hours.
A Triumph of Fish Culture,
earefully examined by experienced hands, was, until the curtain rose.
that there was a misera >le slave wearing
clothing left as nearly all of it had been
vv
such management his
generally half ait ounce of cloves and one ounce of and a cheek placed against a line old
This was on a Friday.
There was a her chahis nightly in the left hand prosSetli (liven, the superintendent of the given to the party who, so far as those on
yield from twelve to sixteen (juarts of cinnamon. I suppose that amount of spice Knickerbocker name here and there, but niiiluiii the next
State fisheries, has received by express a board tin* Poloris kin-xx, were lost. Tin*
day, and he attended eeniuin-ho\.
milk a day for about eight months atb*r to every quart of juice is the right way,
That Van Tw iller haunting the theatre shad from Tidioute, l’a., and with it a let- bulkheads, sails, spars, etc., were then renothing satisfactory arrived at. 'Then that that, though lie had secured a seat for the
•alving. when they fail off in milk, but Inti I only put that quantity to live pints of same still small voire nf rumor, but now usual
entertainment. ’Then it be- w ith the persistency of an ex-actor, eon- ter from 11. 11. Cummings, a merchant of moved from the vessel, xvith tin* viexv of
evening
or
w
hite
in
to
I
also
used
time.
In
this
flesh,
sugar,
juice
vinegar.
gam
up
calving
with an easily detected staccato sharpness I came a habit of Van Twiller’s to
drop into dueled himself so discreetly as not to draw that place. Mr. Cummings states that the erecting a hut oil the shore to shelter the
course »>i
treatment the manure is far and think it cheap as any. 1 know a good to it. -aid that Van Tvviller was
in love j the theatre for half an hour or so every the lire ot .Mademoiselle Olympe’s blue
better than the average, and his pastures cook who does the most of her spicing and
accompanying lish was caught, with a party during tin* xvinter. At the spot
with an actress!
Van Twiller, whom ;
to assist at the interlude, in which
eyes, shows that Van Twiller, however number of others, in the Alleghany river where the explorers landed there was a
night
are
I
her
l'he
in
and
followed
tin
constantly improved
pans,
average preserving
it had taken all these years and all this she appeared,
lie eared only tor her part deeply under a spell, was not in love.
I at that place on the till of September. settlement consisting of six Esquimaux
amount
of butter from e\vr\ sixteen example with
my spicing and had no waste of raw material in tin* way of an- of the
and timed his visits ac- sa\ this, though 1 think if Van Twiller The fishermen who took these lish at once families, and these showed the shipprogramme,
■warts of milk b twenty-live ounces, a
of
trouble: there is more danger
burning cestors to bring to perfection, Ralph Van
cordingly. It was a surprise to himself had not been Van Twiller, if he had lieen recognized them as strangers in those xvreeked tin* very greatest kindness and
proportion far larger than the average. preserves.
Tvviller, lie* net result and flower of his when lie retleeted, one morning, that he a man of no family and no position and waters and raised an
Mass
inquiry. Hence this attention, (apt. Huddington is xv cl I acIMoughman.
|
race, the descendant of Woilt.iT, the son of
had not missed d single performance of no money, if New Vork had been Paris,
sample was forwarded to Mr. (liven, lie quainted xvith the language of the EsquiGrant and Richardson as Financiers. Mrs. Vanrensselaer Vanzandt
and Thirty-fourth street a street in the at once recognized it as a shad, as, for that maux, and in these people the castaxvay
VanTwiller, Mademoiselle Olympe for two weeks.
Ari'i.i.
l ake golden pippins:
-in love with an actress! 'That was too
This will never do,” said Van Twiller. l.atin Quarter, hut it is useless to specu- matter, any one who is at all familiar with explorers soon found themselves among
Neither Grant nor his Secretary of the
be
believed, and so every- “Olympe” he called her Olympe, as it late on what might have happened. What that species offish would readilv do so.
pare, core anil nuarler them, anil linil, in Treasury gave the heavy financiers who ridiculous t*»
verx
good friends. When the vessel was
water enough to cover them, until quite
she were an old acquaintance, and so she did happen is sufficient.
I he lish is thirteen inches and one-hall
waited on them a profound impression of body believed i!
ananuoneu, > api. mummgion examined
'J'hen turn into a tlamicl jell\ hag, their financial
suit
Si\ or seven members ot tin- clubabrupt- might have been considered bv that time
It happened thou m the second week ot
knowledge. One of them
long and well developed. Of the origin her, ami found that her whole stem was
anil let the juice run mil wiflmir stpiee/.ing tcIF me that Grant, seemed to have hardly lv di.-cnvered in themselves an unsuspected —"is a wonderful creature; but this will Queen Oly mpe's second unconscious
of these tisli taken atTidionte there can he out from the six teet mark down as far as
reign
Tiie jelly-hag is made like an any idea of what they were talking about; latent passion lor I lie liistorie art. In never do. Van, my boy, you must re that an appalling whisper floated up the no question whatever. On the doth day he could see. The work of
at all.
building the
enormous funnel, w ith a shell lmse and
and though he hardly said anything, lie squails of two or three they stormed suc- | form this altogether.”
Hudson, atVeeted a landing at a point l>e- of dune, 1872, the employes of Mr (ireen hut, which was twenty-two feet bv fourl ake a square of never
in
all
I
heaters
But
sewed up in one seam
the
nine
in
tween
town—Hooth's,
him
that,
('reel;
and
Cold
saw
a
hall'past,
Spuyton Duyvel
opened his mouth without showing cessively
night,
deposited in the Allegany river at Sala- teen, occupied couple ot davs, the madannel and doiihle over in two points, how obscure the mysteries of finance were Wallack’s. Italy's fifth Avenue (not Imrnt his accustomed orchestra chair, and so on •Spring and sought out a stately mansion manca, twenty-live thousand young slunk terials used
being chiefly spars and the
see
will
down
it
and
and
the
<irand
for
in
another
of
the
middle,
to his understanding.
week. A habit, leads a man
Dutch architecture standing on the taken the day before from the fishing- bulkheads of the state-rooms of the vessel.
then.)
“As lor Richardlapping
you
Opera-house,
how it is done.
the
liven
so
homes
of
the
drama
over
in
this
the
haul;
Tie
of the river. The whisper straight- works on the Hudson
These fish were The roof was covered with sails and was
shabby
gently
hag. by fa-leuing son.'' said the gentleman, when a body of
beginning that he does
tapes to each side of it to chair and let agitated bankers, yvlio felt the immediate in the Howcry, where the (lermanie not perceive he is led,—with what silken way informed the lady dwelling in this sent to tlie Alleghany by request of Pro- perteetly water-tight.
A tire was placed
tin- juice run into a dish.
has
not
taken out his naturaliza- threads and down what pleasant avenues mansion that all was not well with the last fessor llaird, United States lish commis- in one end of the hut. with a
To one pint perils of the situation, were imploring him Thespius
stove-pipe as
it juice put one
tion
underwent
papers,
rigid exploration, it leads him! I.y and by the soft silk of the Van Twillers, that he was gradually sioner at Washington, who was engaged in a chimney. A galley and store-room were
pound of u liile sugar, and \ to devise or consider some policy by
Imil lor twenty minutes. Then turn into which the
banking system might be tem- lint no clew was found to Van Twiller’s threads became iron chains, and the estranging himself from his peers, and the work of stocking the Mississippi with also provided. The hut was simply one
jelly cups. Add sugar In tile jam and lioil porarily relieved, he replied by some long- mysterious at laehment. The Optra hnuff'r. pleasant; avenues, Avernus!
wasting his nights in a play-house watch- shad by planting them in its tributaries.
apartment, with berths placed round the
tor marmalade.
willded remarks about the boundless re- which promised the widest held for invesQuite anew element had lately enter- ing a misguided young woman turning unThis sliail that was sent lo Mr (ireen is sides.
When thoroughly completed and
Preserved fruits nlteu either ferment, source's of this
country; said that our pop- tigation, produced absolutely nothing, not ed into Van Twiller’s enjoyment of Mad- maidenly summersaults on a piece of wood about the size it should be at the age of banked up with snow all round, and supmould or candy, unless they ar.i
fourteen months, and is of course one of plied with the stores of the l’olaris, the
placed in ulation was greater than that of France, even a crop of suspicions. One night, emoiselle Olympe’s ingenious feats—a attached to two ropes.
ait tight cans, and these are not always
All's. \ anrensselner \ auzandt \ an twil- the lot deposited in Salamanca. Tidioute,
which lias got out. other financial difficul- after several weeks of this, Delaney and 1 vaguely horn apprehension that she might
explorers found themselves in possession of
within the reach of the housewife.
Now1 ties, and was about to refer to the “strong fancied we caught a glimpse of Van Twiller slip from that, swinging bar, that one of i lor came down by the next train to look the place where it was taken, is about a very comfortable lodging for winter,
these three effects are produced by three
into this little matter.
box” of gold which ('rant once said he in the private box in an uptown theatre, the thin cords supporting it might snap,
sixty miles below Salamanca, and these and, making up their minds to wait in
She found the flower of the family tak- shad were doubtless making their
-eparate causes—they ferment because they believed was concealed in the Rocky where some thrilling trapeze performance and let her go headlong from the dizzy
way to patience for the spring, each man seemed
were not boiled enough :
they mould from Mountains, when one of the financiers in- was going on, which we did not care to height. Now and then for a terrible in- ing an early breakfast, at 11 A. M., in his the place where they first found a home in comparatively nappy. At mis nine nil'
in
a damp place,
sit
lie
but
we
afterwards
concluded
would
a
stant,
being kept
they candy terrupted his remarks by a question, which
through ;
imagine her laying, glit- nosey apartments on Thirty-fourth street. the river. It is probable they had been weather was always dark, and the hut
If papers was a
front being boiled too long.
it was only somebody that looked like tering.
heap at the toot-lights, With the least possible circumlocution she down tlie Mississippi and true to the habit w as kept cheerfully lighted by oil lamps,
palpitating
puzzler to the Secretary of the him.
or alcohol
are
in
laid
with
no
the way, was unusually
color inner lips! Sometimes it confronted him with what rumor had re- of their kind were returning to the
York
whiskey
Delaney,
dipped
retired.
by
and
[New
Treasury,
they
place which had been got out of the vessel, the
active in this search. I dare say he never seemed as if the girl were tempting this ported of his pursuits, and was pleased, of their
directly over preserves and jellies, it will Correspondence Cincinnati Commercial.
nativity so far as they were able. oil used being from seals and walrus. The
from
often prevent them
spoiling. Prequite forgave Van Twiller for calling him kind of fate. It was a hard, bitter life, when he gave her an exact account of If shad will live in tlie Mississippi and its natives made frequent visits to ('apt, HadA Kansas
serves should be kept in a dark but dry
who didn’t find Muslin Delaney. Ned is fond of ladies’ and nothing but poverty and sordid mise- bis relations with Mademoiselle Zabriski, tributaries to the age and size of these, the dington and his company, lending them
highwayman
place, and in arranging them on the any greenbacks in a farmer’s wallet, made society and that’s a fact.
ry at home could have driven her to it. neither concealing nor qualifying anything. experiment of stocking these waters may stores, and giving them whatever assistThe Cimmerian darkness ‘which sur- Wliat if she should end it all some night, As a confession, it was unique, and might be regarded as successful. I Albany Jour- ance they could. Of their conduct
shelves of a store-closet they should not the farmer eat thistles and lectured him on
Capt.
the meanness of going about “strapped.” i rounded Van Twiller’s inamorata left us by just unclasping that little hand? It have been a greaMeal less entertaining. nal.
come in contact with the plastering.
Huddington speaks in the highest praise.
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Ihlddington supposed,

('apt.

as

about the best gift they could offer. The
dreary winter months passcd-slowly awav,
as there wa- little
opportunity for hunting
or other out-door exercise.
Notwithstanding, the time wa-beguiled with reading,
games at chess, stories, etc., and a good
lire was kept constantly
burning, the unused coal on board the l'olaris
having been
launched and used for that purpose. ()n
the 1 s( of February the coal gave out. and
the -hip was then made to supply wood
instead.
Till the 1-t of April the time
was spent m much tile-i*iue manlier, when
the party began to consider the propriety
of leaving to seek their way to some spot
where they might be picked up by some
vessel
l'o enable them to do this Mr
Chester the chid mate, with the assistance
of the cai pouters and Mr John Hootii. set
to woik to build two boat-, the neeessarv
materials being gd from the vessel
l-.ai ii
of the boats was twenty-tile feet
long
with five led beam, square at each end,
but turned up. and capable of earn ing
seven nu n with stores -apposed to last for
t wo months,
i he middle of Mai arrived
before the boats were completed, owing
to the great difficulty there was in making
materials necessary forei.nstriietioii. .Mean
while the other members of the party wore
busily engaged in packing up provision-,
carrying wood from the wreck, and at
other time- a hunting expedition would
be engaged in.
A reindeer was brought
down, and some rabbits were-hoi, and.
amay be supposed, these formed a v ery
I lie explorers remained
great luxury
enjoying the comforts of their lint and the
sport which turned up to them occasionally
till the t'.il of ,1 line,ls7d,when they bid tln-ir
Ksipiiinaux friends good-live, embarked
in their Vioats, with as much provision
as
they could take with 'hem, and -ought

their way south, stnpphig occasional!! it
islands that came in their way.
While
still seeking their way -outh
it about
twenty -!iv e mile- south of t 'ape York, the
lienrls of all were gladdened by the appearanc" of a vv haling vessel which
to be the l!avenscraig, of lhutdee.
mi

apt. AI lei;,

<

tin*

li»llowing

cl

Kl.si

{he

proved

i.

Kaven-eraig,
<>t' the

gives

picking

up of
tin* east aw ays (>u tin* morning of tin g;»»l
of dune, at 1 A. d
the lookout irom the
•‘emu's nest" repori--l that a party, supposed to he K quimau\ were making their
wax over the pack ice toward the
ship At
this time the) were a long way distant,
probablx 1;» or 1 I miles, and appeared t<>
Hx
A M. the strati
move verx slowly.
had advaiu-ed a mile or two neai er.
gel
We could then ju-t
and came to a halt
make out that they were not K-ipiimau.x
and could distinguish two boats, each of
xx liieh
displayed a small Hag on a pole, hut
owing to the distance mid refraction it xx aalmost impossible to make this out with
certainty. However, concluding they had
seen us our ensign w as hoisted as a replx
account

s

signal, and eighteen picked

men w ere

sent

otV to render any assistance required, xvhih
the strangers wen* ol»>» rveil to detach txvool
their number in the direction of the ves-cl

When these met our part) the xvlmle pn
eceded onward to the boats, and a im-sscii
sent back to inform us of the ne\x
I' M. the entire lot started for the
ship, and some idea of tin difficulty ol
travelling over such ice max be formed
Irom the facT that it was midnight before they got on board, having been nearly seven hours in traversing a distance ot
This arose from tile
about twelve miles.
soft and slush) state of the dn p stmw
covering the ice. while myriads of huge
ger
At

xvas

hummocks
where

piled and heaped ever)
the surface, xvliieh was a Ho
and full of trcaehcrou- hole
xxere

over

much split
into xvliieh mans a lloumler took place
The part) on reaching tin* ship wen* made
heartilx xveleome, and as comfortable as
tin- means at our command could po •••iblx
supply. The) appeared tired and w eatln-i
beaten, but in good health and high spirit^
at having fallen in xvi* ii a **.se. tell w haler."
for xvliieh vessels they xxviv mi fie look
out, their commander knoxving (In* being
one*- in tin* trade himself) that about this
time the whalers passed through MelxiihHay. The part) xxere delighted t<* In ai
from us of the safe!) of their comrade-,
from whom they parted (adrift on tin* iec
line) last October.
file) ilex-*r expected
to bear j'l'tnu them more, and xwre min h
surprised at tin ir miraculous escape fr-un
what appeared a lingering if not -peed)
death. It xva> doulil less, also, a tmix
providential circmiMann that placed tin
K a veiiseraig in a position to pick this part
of east a xv ax s up. Had -ueh not happened it
is highly probable that none of them would
hax e ex er reached tin* Haui-h -ett b-im ni
xvhen xx.- consider their resource-a- n gardtdod.tln* 'tale*»f their boat.-..and tin* imprac
tibility of traveHingon foot adistaueeoi at
least l'oo mile-—over 'in h treacherous it,
as then eovered tin* e.\ pause of Mi i \ ill*- Ha x
Only about -i\ days pi*. \ i-i n xxere h-lt.
econo
although divided with tin- u'm
m\ : and. even xvith plenty of anmiimitioi
and arms, sufficient f d * add not n a
prohabilitx have been obtain'd 1ipport
fourteen men din ing- a Ion;.' and t• i 1 *n;
march. Hears si-aI-and bii d- are
ir«
I\
:• m«• t r:n k
to be got at.
Hr. Ka
on tinhad tiie utmost difficulty in sir mine' txx
seals, xx* hi h* In had tin* iu \ ai liable aid u
trained hunter, al-o uxo : nod boat- and
open xvater along tin* t! >< edge; but tinboats of tin* I'oiaris erexv both got st >\
a
soon as the) got entangled in tin* Me 1 \ 11»
Hay pack. The first j -n i. m of tin x ■, ag.liad been performed i; "pen water l »r the
ni"-i part, so that I hei greatest difficult ii
xxere on!)
begun win" We -iglited them
Moreover, tin- r« -i >f tin- j"unn \ mu-t
liaxu been attempted without shelter ot
any kind -in fact th- x xxere lotallx unprt
pared, both a- regards bout and el t him*.
for such an iiduous undertaking
>

■

.•

■
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Y‘>i v. \l v Not lung ag..
of this city hail a nm-t lav m
a I ile o]i|iort uni l y (•> enter a Im.-ine-s house
in liiis State, at a large iuerease over his
present salary, with a prospect of soon
getting a place in the firm. His ivenni
meiula I ions were first class, a in I the oll'ua -,
of the institution were decidedly plea.I
with his appearance. I'iiei, liowei er, made
him no proposals, nor did they -late theii
A gentleman ot
lavoralile impressionthis city was rcvpic-tc I to ascertain where
the young man spent his evenings, and
what rla-s of young men were hi a.-soei
It was found that he spent scleral
ates.
nights of the week in a billiard room on
.Main street, and Sunday afternoon drove
w ith thin
a hired span into the comiln
other young bloods,
lie is wondering
why In; didn't hear from the house concerning that coveted position
iSprim.''
tii Id I uion.
\ r

young

a

m>i;

man

The latest In the w ay of self prai -e i- an
Indiana editor who played a lew tunes on
an old banjo under hi-, ollice window, and
then thanked the serenader in his next
issue for delightful music

Somebody

advertises tor agents

to sell
t he
his!niclur
best hymeneal instructor vv e know of i- :l
young widow. IVliat she don't know there
is no use in learning
a

work entitled

lli/iiinini/

A pretty and vv ell-dressed young ladv.
alter looking at several pair- of gloves,
lavender-colored, in a shop, lately, shocked
the assistant by asking him which pair lie
thought the “luvemlere-t

Itanium wants to get a nightmare to c\
hill'd in his circus. Let him eat a mince
pie, three sausages, a do/eu pickles, u
plate of salad, and a few pig's feet at mid
night, and go at once to lied and he will
have one in less than two hour :.
Never

forget

you when he

what

a

man

has -aid

to

If he has charged
align
you with anything, you had better look it
Anger is a bow that will shoot some
up.
times w here another
will not.
was

feeling

“Drunk,

as

usual!" said

a
professor, remeeting a dissipated student in the park,
“No, s-r; not drunk
"sus'l— ll't drunk"ru ns'l," replied the stu

proachfully,

on

dent.
Daniel OCmmell. the Irish orator, was
lo by a friend for bis autograph,
to which he replied, “Sir, I never send
autographs.—Yours, Daniel O'l'ouncll.'

applied

Beauty devoid of grace is
without the bait.

a mere

hook

TRIAL

Or

LUCY ANN HANK
1

nir

ok pi:, r. i:. bakkh.
\ r w ai:i:i:n. may Hi. i-c:.

i:

,mi swum He i> a retired ehlpmuater,
cept.
r.'1'ii-i and h.-avy, with a decided tan* and a
that expresses determination
mustache
-‘liian*
and no I', ar of hanging.
John W «>\ion Warren, hud formed opinion
and w a- pas.-cd. An amused smile ]>assed over
tie prisoner'- face at this retirement of her
; iwn-nian, and -he chatted pleasantly over her
fan w itli her eoiin- *).
li ii. ( on a lit. of Appleton, wore a Masonic
pin and had a ca-t in hi- eye. Challenged In
go\ eminent.

Joshua l\night. of Camden, had formed
excused.
opinion, and w
William N. Thorndike. ol

lenged by defence.
Andrew iiurkeft.
-worn—a

:JSjO£82
Y

I I
•

M VNK

\

«*:lSr

111

will'll

11:ix

,‘\-

iniiris intctw wherever it' c\mdiimrx particular- Imviiiu* known, he:i :11 Rockland. Indore t hief Justice
Ap-

"

!

Monday. Attorney Men. Rlaistcd
Albert S iiice. )!s,{..
County Attonicx
i. «*n

1

Kno\. comliiet the pros, nit ion.
The
it-ctl
detruded by K. I\ Pillsburx.
of Augusta. and I.. M. Staples.
I
K<«j
W M'liinoton.
I lic Ini' wine- is ;t brief
111' n»u\

li"-

i.iei- oi

Ml

in;

\

j;.

X

remarkable e-.i' xo u
l.nCie !iov'.ecu I'cnniltcd to know ili« tii
I'
1’. It. RakVr. a man abort l.'i
!
a :l-■. i-t xe\t*ral xear-lixed ami
j ":r«Tltoma-ioii. I udoiihtcdlx a thorough
ii'iil j f •'iciaii. and a man rojicctcd tor
hi mad*' htixtx of friend*. both \\ ithxx ith 'in l!i
limit' of hi' practice, since
fil .' alfair go"ip. ,-o often luis\ xxith 111*
"fHi.- 1 »■ •'t. h:*' n"ai!fd Hi*- i*epntation
1
"
nl man, xx ith ami-alion* in respect to
xxith lit* alleged numlert" ami
wom I.,—ac< iixati**n> which need m*t lx
•'• J. an-! x\ hih careful ami lrnthtiil
x
h
i.-iniry u i\«• no credit !<■. < rI
w >r-! 1 ha
ha' !• vii alle-ed railllot
: mot >•
*!egr.-.- iii'lifx lii' sudden ami
rile foil-tie thill eonld eona
ni.l.-r i' -il>-nl in death. and oxer
•"M' J: a:i<i In* throxN n the mantle of eharitx.
^
'•'*
xx i<*i hr
Itaker lived, and Jin x
h■■.:
i:>. Thoimi'ton. latex Ann Mank wax
•»
li.*! ; a'"i'tant. or inaid of all \x«*vk.
\
w
ori-inalK of Waldohoro. and
t w
; l.iuk, from one <*f the <*ld <..• r<
ii
i*'. ‘dm inherited the familx *,uai;fiex
-> l'o,i. ; ;i" ioiix,
jIIiek l'e'i'llt lilt III itli*l d* lel
Ml the death of the doctor*
xvife.
>! mu '■•<-I'll;' lib
hotl'ekeeper. Report
1
''a x\ :i' :d>o his mbtrexx. anti it ix
ih *1 -lie I
ante the mother ot a
-Ibid
•ll' • 1
tloef >1 xx a' the father. Whether
a
doeii>r inleiitled to marrx Mix' Mank
hi:.: i'T
; doubt: hut that xli'e
hoped and
cd !m w.'uld i' evident.
Her importunate
"'•id' -i l!li' 'llhjeet heeallle Ml
allUoving
In' -iv’- up housekeeping to he rid of
i.
tm:
ah', tplentlx left tin* State.
Rut atar- lie returned and located at
War1
*•
he I "light a hoii'e ami emplox ed an’'I" f'-■'•"'I'. Imaged at this. Mi" Mank
-a to thr. a:
a
his life and to burn hi" huild"f n
writing him letteix. hurin- thi'
load.- In r lioin*' with Imr broth* t\ iixin w arren. and did lift!•* but to xvalch the
ihi'

;-

■

■’

chal-

of

Appleton, accepted and
-tout and solid man, of apparent in-

telligence.

^

Thoma-ton,

an

>\!\atui< l
v. oung. of C amden had formed
an opinion and wa- excused.
J"seph Aeliorn. of \\ ashington, was accepted
and -worn—an elderly man who looked like a
hard w <>rking farmer.’
W iilium Meltow ell.of W
a-liington.challenged
b\ d<*fenee.
iw Hi. 1’. Paul.oft amdi n, challenged by state.
Jaiin
W. Hunt, of Vinalhaven. accepted and
worn—a -lender and youngish man. with intelligence in hi- face.
I., -under Tales, of |{oi kland, had scruples
about
ipijal punishment, and was excused.
Joseph T. Thomas.t.f Camden,wa- challenged
h\ defence.
Jacob \. \'errill. of st. <;corgi*, had formed
an opinion, and was pas-cd.
Ho-, a |;. Thorndike. of Camden, was challenged by tile defence.
Treeinan s. \nie-, of V inalbaven. was accepted and -worn—a young man with a heavy
moustache and a good lace.
Heiir\ 11. logicr. of Hope, was pa>sctl on aceomit of eon-eieiii ion- scruples.
Atwood Lermoud, of Appleton, was accepted
—a young man. dre-sed like a farmer.
I e\ i Daniel-, of Cnion. excused for con-eienec's sake.
1»« nj. <
Caldcrwood. of North Haven, had
fornietl an opinion.
Win-h*w Waterman, of so. Thomaston, had
-‘tuple- of con-eienec and dropped out.
A /ariali Stanley, Dockland. a 1st* was dropped
be. ail-e i.f a troubled conscience.
Hiram Wooster, of South Thomaston. had
tbnued an opinion.
Phie..In t
John-on had al-o an opinion and
got ojf ..ii i;.
Joel Pnilhmok. of Vinalhaven, was accepted
and -worn—looked like a laboring man. peril.!!-' one of Ha* indust rious stone cutters.
Thi- made up the full jury. The court in-trneted < apt. !b>l>iuson to act'astoreman. The
eOillpleled ill 1*V t hi‘II stood t tills—
Heorge W Ib'-hinseii. w. A. Tlweli,
A. J. ii. Nt wliall.
fhomas T. Tati*.
Josiiua W Ar- \
Joseph M. Tight.
\ udrew lhirketl.
Joseph Aehoru.
'Kune- W
Hunt.
Trcemaii s. Aims,
\iwood I. I'lnond.
Joel Phihrook.
1 he eh rk then read the indictment, to all the
bl.1\ detail- and repetition- of w liieh the pris*'IH r ii-lelied It 11111 «> \ ed.
“i*i \

i\i.

i'«*i:

m:

.-!

vti..

miuuie* before ihl'ee o'ehkk. C'oilllKiev ro>e to open the ease for the
!>
pros.-eu'ion. j i. -aid then- was in this, as in
high ''nuiiuai lse,, a divided responsibility,
■o’d
th« jury is eonnnitted the important
•sti«.n of ilie guilt or innoeenee of the arcusp;
I he imlielmem charges the defendant with
murder—and charges that, and no other offence.
^1lJr |‘,f ’" the highest crime known to the law,
:m,i >v defined to be the unlawful
killing, with
niaiiie
tor, bought. either
expressed or impjied. any human being. The attorney, at eond-1* rable i •ngth. defined the law in all its bearings. and n ad from report* tie extracts of noted murder i-m-,,
I In e\ ideuee of the crime, from the nature of
tie; ease, must !..• ein umstantial. but it all
l»‘dnts in an unmistakable manner to the guilt
of tin a-a-used.
Dr. Peyton Randolph Raker
wa- well known as a
physician of liberal edueati--n. skill and large practice.
After living
years in Tiionia>rou. lie removed and was
°nt "I th
'taf e- a considerable time.
He
•ane- back to W aria n to reside and
-r*' niox eluentx.
practice.
*ief
n lant. .Miss Malik, lived in Warren.
J
ox
what chance the fatal mectinI lie e\ idence xx ill show her to have
•' can oinx lx
conjee!iiivd. That 1 »r. s''lute lii\ and that in 1*711. when lived a disDr. Raker
'''in
i" I he hoiixe of .Mank at
night,
li" oidx known inmates xx r* i.my Ann was :iway, she had a child by another man.
''le lived at the house of her brotlier. lived
iw-i 'mall children, i' an ascertained fact.
t here when the 1 )oep»r ret urned. and an
intimaj»r«1.*t| to her chamber and oecticy
Up betvyecu the two. lie Was a genh i i' a bo undoubted.
!e
Rcyoiid the II -man by education
and
association
111
“f ihc'c meagre faetx lies tlie feartul
generally,
hut inclined to dissolut
Retween
Ix t i*;j-.•«ly that shocked
llmcommunity. tie two -i iminal relation*associates.
•" 1 * iv
ensued. She made
"
hilt night. Mi" Mank clamored
h
lhe
oi
an
to
preifx!
ih
attempt
of a neighbor. crying that -he wax
compel him to
•"eri v
her.
I his he refused to do. Which
'oal
Ih'. Raker had shot her.
proShe x\:i'
be d hard feelings and quarrel*.
'• '" •I'd
and ill her night clothe-. Her pel*During these
'be lhreaieie-d hi' lit -, and wrote letters
ii
x\"timl and lmr crazed condition
telling
him 'lie would 'hoof him. These produced the
N*. "ii returned into tin* hous<
vrv.
th e! p, render him
ih'
shy of her. And this state
lal Klies', of tlir night. Rut in tlm
"i things continued
up to the time of the trageo:
haht th* r<* xx ax th- doctor*' gig in the
A
short
lime
hetorc the shooting, her
■1.
uid examination xhowvd hi- horse in th*
Hi* u Hu neighbor' :i.—eiuhled. I p the brother eii hi' louse in charge of his mother
and 'i'ter. and was away at the time of the
I h
m h tlm |»a"a-c xxx
t In* x went, to
liiorder. A day or t wo afterwards the mother
-•'•■
Mi" Mink,
flier upon tin
went
1 •'
away. and there was left only Lucy Ann
I h'.
Raker, 'tal k and dead, half
and tie two small hoys. The dav
i
\ j'i'!**l 'hot wouml in the breast told
preceding the nigln of the murder. Dr. Raker
i.
"ii
ot hi' taking otf— hut th*- hand that
th«-hull* no human tongue could tell. y 1'ited tile lloil'C ahollt llOOll. whether bv
invitation «»r not. we max not prove. Rut
'ion
"f ill* txxay lax in heaps upon the
've
leave evidence that at other
h
t"i *' gold XX at ell
times, lie
Upon the table. So 'xas tie re
by invitation, lie was at the next
'x
foiind.no weapon ot anx kind. So
loii'e.
that
o|
on
the
Spear,
same day, and
Mi
public 11ax*• known since ihe fatal atMalik louse op bis wax back. He
pa-'( d lli
lie" 111 a g!' la*l a i«- all t lie «as(-pn-'CllJs.
inquired for l.ie-v Aim. and found that onlv the
e
'ie
nli* d iiiiii I*i lhe 'pot and did t he
i\\o I toy'Were at home.
Alter tea that night
I ii i- another hand, known or
he Well! ill hi' gig t,» 1 lull’s house, near
•w ii i" li* i-. 'ped tlm fatal hall, xx ill never
by, tellhi' housekeeper le- should soon return. At b
ing
xx ii. uni*" iIn
prc'.-nl trial clears up the le left Hull's louse
and drove ofl*. Aslieenlef.-d the road he was-ceil to hesitate and de•"•
nii v. alb-r a careful examination.
liberate xvbieli way to go. He was tempted too
i*.Ii*’i .ifeiising l.m-x
\. Malik of
nd th*- i.riiid Jlirx at the presell! strongly. and went lo her lmuse. He took his
hoi
from the gig. pul it in Ilie barn, and went
li-- "iiri found a 1 rile bill of imli.-tinto the bouse. He went to her room. W hat
i* tin
h* r.
transpired there no eyes but theirs saw—but
that some flesh quarrel arose, and that she
litu-Ki. v\i>. Oct.
murdered him, tie r
can be no doubt.
[The
•Inillg ill o| ||te court this looming, it
\ttonu*y h re related the remaining eiivumv
‘I that :» part of tin lifty special
'tailees. as have been before gix eii.
He also
exhibited to the jury plans of the Malik house
:! "in tin- i-hmds. had not arrived.
and \ ieinity. and described the dead
body, the*
n
an hour court adjourned until
xx "Mud'. A'-.
Mr. Rice clo*< d after an opening
I n
.urt room w a- tilled, hut not
) addre" of about an lioitr.
i. a IV.
ladic- being present.
The
\
i>i:n»'k h
A a I* x\
AI torn.

1
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1

-e

-i: s

ah:.

alt. nde.l h\ llepllty >herilV
111. in -! \vit ness «*x;i 111
wa> Kdwiu Uose.
PI- d along tin ai-h- with a graceK-j.. clerk of Coiiriv. who testified flint he was
ri\il
II,*
mid
iigin.-c!.
..tiii_ i. p. arn ing her In ad we!! up.
explained at length
|dan- *\ hii:i mad. -»f the Mank house and
ml :ii'-' aWalked to hel -.-at ll<i* her J ieinit \.
iikiu.- into her ehair.
sent !i.*r
C
"ii' lu -ioi, .>! his
testimony, the court
1 *iirri* .!. aft, r t lie
lam
-iN.ml Jin- ...mi. a half smile
customary caution and oath
tlie-Tin charge of the
jury. The jury•"‘h !'•
at life-,
’-he i\, arll|‘ " >!■ in-' allow, .1 to separate, and are proil
t
ieinarkaMv infellig in, inid yd Oil!. !o<m| and lodging- hy Kalloek A
•--« -~i-m
'Vhit« "I h< fhormlike I louse.
and -lnvwdm --. Il
im-t-i
e.laek, and her
dark
Kurhuxn, Oet. 7.
in.

1

>•

ll

a

i''

a

v.

:•

"i

'-'

].. eiiliar -parkle in themhla.-k and white plaid silk

k

poloiiai-*-. with trimminghail.I—oiu»*

V
1

h!*• *at.

11n

it

’e

•ut

II

ring-

i• hi.•

h«

am!

iiite

w

gold chain
k and -.-cured at t lie

■

a

a\ \

pend.nf above her
and nobby hat. with jet
‘.I'h plume curling above the
rd'- wing pointing upward.
.:
hat C .\ en d In r lace in eolil-

\

v\« r

n. at

eoillpleteil in

ha«-k.

"

hm.

1

'"'tali'

-mil.

'h*

iii.ii.
!\

>r.

a.

-i

r-.il-

guilt)

:.

r

eoslllllle.

hi.-li -he held in her
ii-.. and
occasionally
that aim- to her face,
w

.'s

naiure

•t-p.--.-f

-.i

-aid

wa-

guilt) she

per-on. it'

and

ga\

un-

! iie

,-ame in
this morning, with a
hlaek. perhap- in harmonv with
-torm outside.
She folded her
-haw! "\,-r :lie chair, sat down.-hook out her
-Uiri-. look "H her ruhl».*rs. and hrok-1 into a
|:,ii-h a- -h* hade her counsel good morning,
■hen throw mg' her keen glance around the
>'"«*iii.
7he -e111»• d into her .-eat and was ready
bll-im
1 lie :;11 einlailee i- not so
large as
vest •i*da
Mr. I! ,-c look tin -land again, testifying eoneerning tin M.uik house and surroundings.
•Mr-. Kmiice Kirk, sworn. 1 .ivc in Warren;
Inm-ek'‘.'per Idr I »r. Ikiker last .May; heenthere
ten week-: family were the I>r.,
my little girl
nd my-«*]f; day lie w as killed, he went
away
n
ton-noon at lo o'clock : got hack about 2; in
the afternoon was about the place; didn’t take
dimn r at home; look tea at home about 0; after
i-:i he smoked: '.hen went from home,
saving he
w:i-going to I lull’s; went with horse andgig; he
didn t lock -table; asked girl to go for his even:
•
hfl»,,'*t otliee: about 7 o’clock when
h'- left ; lie never came back: lie was sort of
:ii' ie-- about hi- dress; on that
day or day bef'’i’1
bis -locking- wen* on wrong sub* oiit; I
went tlier- loth «»| March: In* had then lived
there about a week.
1 ■

|.in-o]ier

i'*"holh

the

J.:

e\ailing

■

"I ..til
al half pa-t one,
ill- pain*! w as proceeded with.
die iiit) sp.-.-ial juror- were put
'I i. ii
tin* clerk, and shaken up,
tie i*"\ "I tat. to the prisom-r.
The
*h r had til led tie room w a- hushed ant the tir-t eard.
Tin* prisoner
m
rye- upon him. a- he read
t

■

■

\ndivw-. Koekport.
The juror
to make inn* an-w.
.'' 'g at iollof tile court.
A set of
w
propounded by tin* court to each
•raw n. vi,
Aiv vmi related to the
or the «leeched ?
Have vou ail)' cou•
rupie- against finding a verdict of
.«'•
pn ni-liable wit li death,if sat islied
lei
'liable doubt of guilt? Have you
\pr. --ed an opinion of the guilt of
'I r. Andrew
had formed an
"it
md w .i- put a-itle.
!
m.oi wa> Ahijali
T. Metcalf, ot
H
e.,idd not tiud a per-on guillv of
met e,.„| .j-i«|e.
in
a
I'! 1 Well, ot SI. (ieorge. was the
md an-wering sati-faeioril\
alltheijuesv,
rn in.
He i- a voiingi-h. intclli-k iI.: man.
<-m--I. II. N< w hall. .*1 W ashington, was
pled and -Worn—a good and intelligent
1

in-1

wa- -worn

—

-•

>

in

!.:

..ring

mi.-I

•

mail.

ot

v mu e\

-i. (

o-orge, couldn't

»iiiou-ly find a person guilt)
and w a- pa-sed.

of

eon-

hanging

a

He

V.

1
»

Old*-I Keller, o| SI. (o-orge. had formed
dliiol!. and wa- passed.
<
I re* uiaii, of < amden. had fbrnied an

:in
n and w
Ite-nei- I.

a-

pa—ed.

I ate, of

IJoekland, gave satisfaeml wa- accepted, lie i- the lVsi'I thodi-t mini-ter. a
clerical, elderly mail.
McLain. o| Appleton, couldn't eon-eitake lit- and w.-r-jia-sed.
< ». M art in. of St.
(ieorge. had formed all
m-w« r-.

passed.
Wineheiipaw. of Friendship, ha<l
mioii- scruples and w as passed.
c
Lari) of Vinalhav .-II, had also a tdi-

n.

m

a

and

wa-

-me

i*

was let out.
ahlerwoml, of ( amden. had exand
w as pas-ed.
"pint.'ii.
H"W;ir«l. of Hope, tiad scruples ahmit
and -o j»«»i off.

leiiee.
,h
-'

1

mi' mg,
J
-ii ia

and
n

W

\rey.

of

Viuaihawii,

was

-worn.

aceept-

M m-lield. < amden.
but not -m-h as t * *

I*

1

and

<

had expressed all
prevent a fair \crchallenged b\ the defence,

ion.
l**ll I"-

dropj#ed

out.
ltd
!"-!iiia 'I. Light, ol Appleton, responded faand was sworn.
••r:dil\ io all
*
•; 1 IL llupjM-r. of >L (o-orge. had formed

ijiie-tion-.

<<

opinion, and
\.

w a-

passed.

Norwood. oi

4

amuon. \\ as

oxouscd

illllO".
lain >
Ionian, of < aiiidon. was
d ‘tV-noo.
K rami' I*. < oiiatit. of Hopo. had sornplos
i*.Mil hanging. and got oil*.
Iliurglo' M J «utov. of m. (Joorgo, was ohalujajrd h\ Mato.
i.arkin <. i ldll'i'l. of St. (miiyc, \\ ;t> lol out

ohallonged

■

<

W

I'ohiii'on. of Thoinastou.

was

ao-

>'

cross

\;illllli;il|u||l

" i'i
Hull. Jr.. >woni.
Live in Warren,
••»! hill, about a mile l»eio\v the
village,
norih of Mank house, about quarter mile off;
knew Dr. Baker: \va- in attendance on mo at
time of killing: >aw him between II and 12;
remained till half |>a~i 12 and took dinner; lie
w.-nt >outh: didn't sec him return; saw him
in e\ruing: lie eaine in gig to
my house, about
•s: remain.*.! about an hour: didn't se<* which
way lie went.
< mss(*\.
Booked at watch quarter before b.
.just before lie left.

I*

mi

M.

Weston,

Live in Warren, a
about 20 rods south of
rods from Mank house; am beand village: knew Dr. Baker; last
saw
him ali\<* evening lie was killed; he was
coining out ot Hull's: I was going home from
village; he came to edge of road, stopped his
horse, and hesitated until I got near, then drove
off towards .Mank house; saw him plainly; it
was not
very dark: I did not speak to him;
went home, fastened doors, and went to
my
bedroom; set light on table and wound the
‘■lock: it wanted five minutes to nine; heard
next morning of the murder.
No cross examination.
Warren T. Mank, .Jr., sworn—(Witness, a
boy ot ten began to cry, but soon recovered and
answered questions)—Now live at Mr. Spear's
in W’arr. n,
only a minute's walk from father’s;
Lucy Ann is my aunt: lived at home when Dr.
Baker was killed, in same house with
lnvaunt;
remember when Dr. Baker was
killed; it was
at Mir house ; was at home tin*
<lay before: don’t
recollect seeing Dr. Baker that
dav; remember
gomg to bed that night about dark; Buev Ann
was there, and my brother
Harry: he is seven;
no one else there; no one else there for an hour
or two; m»r that afternoon; don't know
wliat
Buev Ann *va- doing; slept in bed room
below;
Marry d. pt with me that night; had no light
when we went: none in kitchen; none had been
lighted: aunt was up when we want, in the
kitchen; no one aim* in before I wa nt to sleep;
father was not at home that day; was at Bath,
at work in shipyard; lie wa nt the first day of
May, and hud not been home; grandmother was
not at home that day; she lived there, hut was
at uncle Arthur Mauk’s, at East Warren; she
had been gone longer than that day; about two
da\s; Buev Ann and my brother and myself
w ere all that there wore; heard nothing in night
except some oik* call “Miss Mank,'’ from front
side: 1 said "whattlid not get up; brother
woke, too, but said nothing; went to sleep
lignin: next Amos Mank came up there; lie
lived at Aleck Spear’s; it was daylight; J was
abed, and Harry; Amos called me; he was at
door: Harry got up and went to door; f got up,
after he came hack; then J went
up stairs;don’t
know why J went; Harry didn’t go; went to
aunt Buev's room : had my clothes on;
[witness
here wept again]; I went right
away, with
mile trom \
Hull, about
tween that

illage,

sworn.

soutli,

loo

Harry: went out at porch door; saw no one
else there; in aunt Buev’s room saw Dr.
Baker,
<m the lloor: locked the
porch door when I went
out. put the key in
my pocket.; locked no other

door: there

wa-

kev to front door, and bolt
%

on

frontdoor;

went to Apok Spear's; bu went inthe house at the same door I went out of, the
I had locked:don’t remember who unlocked
it: don’t know who I gave key to; some men
went in with him: saw Lucy Ann at Spear's;
said nothing to her, nor she to me: she was laying down on the lloor; it was in the kitchen:
Kdward Spear's i> below Aleck's; there is a
hoy there called Lory, large as I am; saw him
day before the Dr. was killed, at home; I was
down there; went in forenoon; Lucy Ann sent
me : Harry was wit li me at dinner, so was Lory;
he asked us to stay to dinner: Harry and Lory
went home with me; as was going home-saw
I >r. Baker: he was riding in the road, near Aleck
Spear’s, towards our house: I got to house before he did; he did not speak to us: lie got out
of his gig at our house and went to hack door:
tried to get in at two of the doors: didn't knock ;
he said “she is up to some of her old tricks”: lie
asked where aunt Lucy was; 1 said “I don't
know”: didn't ask for any one else; saw aunt
Luev next in the house; she was mixing bread.
1 tofd her what the doctor said about her old
tricks: she said “she'd find out what them old
tricks was”; Lory Spear was there then: the
Doctor went towards Warren village: didn't
see Aunt when she came; I didn't
try the door
to get in: went in to the house in less than In
minutes after the Dr. lel'i; didn't remember
seeing l)r. Baker there for three weeks before
that; I testified before coroner's inquest; no one
has been talking with me about my story; no
one spoke to me about what my aunt said.
Cross ex. When got home from Spear's was
not inside house until Lucy came home; didn't
know anything about cellar door: have been
down that way; didn't go down that day.

to

one

.lacoo uomnson. sworn.
Ain
.0 years old:
live in Warren, south of Alex. Spear: went to
Malik’s morning after murder: Amo- Mank
eamo for me; my son and I>;ivi(l Spear also
went: saw Dr. Baker's gig near house: saw
his horse in barn, unharnessed I think: hoy last
on the stand brought
key, and we all weiit in:
found Dr. Baker dead on the floor: did nothing
to
see
if
he
was
dead: \ disturbed nothexcept
ing; left persons in house when I came out,
then: atterwards locked it: chamber door was
open: gave the key to Oscar Keating.
Cross’ ex. Did not try front door: don't know
whether it was locked: went in at backdoor
and up front stairs.
David Spear, sworn.
Kightecn years old:
living with Jacob Robinson last May. and went
to Mank house after murder, with* other.-: no
one there, but Amos Mank and
Studlcy came
soon, from a field near: went into barn and
found Dr. Baker*- horse, harnessed: went next
to house, with the rest, to front chamber: didn't
go into chamber: saw nothing touched ; I was
last one to conic down : not there again until in-

quest.
Xo

cross examination.
Andrew 11. Spear, sworn. Am ofl years old:
II"
live
ro«.ls from Mank house, northwest: went
t<» house morning after murder: went up stairs
and to the room: touched Baker
check, and
stepped over him : looked in bed and around for
pistol; fouml a cartridge -hell at hi- feet: picked
it up and laid it back; it wa- 12 indies from liifeet: stopped hut few minutes.
Cross ex.
The bed wa- tumbled, and elotlie111 rued down, and toward back side; pm unhand all over it. and under pillow, feeling for a
pistol: no clothing of cither hi- or hers on the
bed: bis clothe- lay at bead of bed on floor:
her- at foot: the doctor's overcoat lay near liiiicad; lie lay 011 his back, with one hand at liis
head; his head near the door; his boot- were
with hi- overcoat: his right hand wa-about a
foot from wall; noticed no hat; there was lightstand in room, in corner: remember no trunk:
doctor's left hand was at bis sale: lie bad on
pants, vest, shirt and stockings: can't -ay about
coat: vest was on wrong side out, ami one of
his stockings; the stockings were only partly
on; top button of pants buttoned, other- not*:
the stone wall between us lias been removed.or
overhauled. In Mr. Rose, hunting for a pistol:
i hauled oft" part of the rock- afterward-:
they
overhauled about 120 rod.-: wood piles have also
been overhauled, six or seven cords: also piles
of stav es, about 2000. and some heading: Alexander’s well- have also been searched: also one
of mine: the Mank house was searched In live
or six men: they turned overall the rock- about
there, in the tields and roads.
Austin Keating, sworn. Am 44 wars old:
live in Warren; was at Mank liou-c morning
of murder; got there about 7: Jacob Robinson
gave im key, and I kept charge till coroner
came, nothing was disturbed until lie came.
Xo cross examination.
John D. Rust, -worn. Live in Camden and 1
am tin- coroner who held the
inquest; got there
about 2: o'clock: went to the room—[position of
body Arc. described]—lie had a watch and
chain; coat on and unbuttoned; hat was beside coat and boots; there was a trunk in the
room, with a shawl on it: at the foot of lightstand lay a lady's stockings and boots; bed had
been occupied: I found the pistol shell now
shown me, at Dr. Raker's feet: took charge of
l>r. Baker's clothing, and delivered to the
County Attorney; also took lady’- underclothes, and delivered them to the Countv \ttorney; there was chemise and night die--;
found these in bed room otf cooking room, on
Monday the lfltli; the paper- marked (i. X. <
Xos. 0 and fl were found in a room in Dr. Raker's house, among other papers: <*. X. <
Xos, 7 and
wen1 also found there, and 1 put
my initials on all: pocket book was found on
Doctor, but little money in it, onlv a few
..

pennies.

slim

ivinaniod nearly entire; by disturbing the
body it would fall to‘pieces,
introduced Wednesday fore[Testimony
noon. showing that Miss Mank's nightdress had
a stain of blood
upon the right- sleeve, and that
she tried 1o wash it out at Spear's house next
morning. The most interesting testimony will
be that of the prisoner herself, who will be put
upon the stand to toll her own story. The trial
w ill probably run into next week.
Ed.]
was
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amount of' broudsluffs produced. Now as
to the consumption of the same article.
I'pou this point Mr. Delmar says: “The

capacity of a population to congrain in the form ol food, is eight to

utmost
sume

ten bushels per

What
it consumes beyond this amount must be
for seed, for the food for animals, for the
manufacture ot spirits, fermented liquors,

capita per

annum.

sugar or starch, or for fuel. England contains one of the best ted populations in the
world, nevertheless the entire consumption
of grain in England, including the enor-

quantities converted into starch and
or ted to animals, is less than
sixteen bushels per capita
per annum ; yet
the world at large produces nearly twenty
bushels per capita, and the precious staff
mous

beverages,

of life is thrust into the stoves of our west-

farmers for fuel."

ern

Ot course these statements of Mr. Delmar are based upon a broad and
comprehensive view of the whole subject. While

the general yield of breadstuff's is so affluent, in particular countries there may bill scarcity
lint this, it is claimed, does

impair the value or accurateness of
general conclusions. “Ucmotencss in
one place,
imperfect social regulations in
another, temporary vicissitudes in a third,
not

the

Y^IlA n.s & L«m kk, :;t Park Roxv, Nexv York,
authorized agents for procuring advertisements
tor the Journal.
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a

local or exceptional pert urbations.
and do not affect the subject as a whole.’’
are mere

1 he

question that stands prominent Iv
is. when all the facts arc considered,
■■I- the world producing too much food?
It so, where -hall we sell our breadstuff's

out

Supply.

It is nearly

Delmar

vs

And it

profitably
\\

The food

stress of bad weather in a fourth—these

Malthus.

here, and

or

must

we can

sell them

no-

utilize them deleterious!!

unccoiii'inically by converting them

into

century since 11n* eelctiral- bad whisky and bad fuel, had wc not beleil political economist, Thomas ltobert ter bestow a
greater part of our attention
.Maltiiiis, published tiie work on popula- than now upon other industries?"
In
tion. in which was maintained (lie alarm- certain portions of the I'nited States at the
ing doctrine that the human race w as in- present time.fa rulers are forming (1 ranges,
creasing so much taster than the means of and associations of various kinds, for the
subsistence, that there would soon lie purpose of protecting their interest-. They
danger of starvation. Maltluis maintained maintain the difficulty lies in unjust comthat population, when unchecked, in- binations of transporting interests. Hut
a

geometrical ratio, while at the
supply could be made to

creases

jn

utmost

the food

increase only in arithmetical ratio: and
that unless means were found to cheek the
increase of population, the most terrible
results would follow.
lie was not n cheertul philosopher, this
Maltluis. and was especially abhorred of
devotees of domestic joys, and those
"lovers of peace and plenty" such as Koh.
Hums diseribes himself to have been, lint
his theories found congenial soil in the apprehensive mind of doliu Hull, whose
narrow

island and thoughtless laboring

the facts and

theory

of Mr. Dclinar

opened

different view of the whole matter—a
broader view—and one that should command the serious attention of all classes of

a

people in this and other countries.
The Civil Damage

Liquor

Law.

The New York Evening Host one of the
strongest ami most inlluential of Republipapers, amt at the same time an exclusively candid sheet, favors the western
law which while licensing liquor sellers,
makes them responsible in civil damages,

can

it

contends that

wherever the so-called

certainly causing propa- "Ohio law." or that requiting the liquor
seller.'to pay damage tor any injury to
gation and poverty to go hand in hand.
But think of applying such a theory to persons or property resulting from the
the boundless capabilities of a country sale of liquor, has been fully enforced, it
population

wore

like the I'nited Stales, where the still
virgin soil, boundless in hill and prairie,
stretches across a broad continent! Ac-

has been found very effectual, and therefore it is natural that the liquor interest

Letter from Boston,

we

are not

<‘‘,!v

-lioiiili

acf

Enconraga Home Industry.

of the .loiiriinl.

Something

[)<>.ST<in. Oft. (>.
We have been blessed with most
delightful weather the past week, and the ladies

done in that direcFair held
Prizes were offered

new was

tion at tiie recent

Agricultural

.Manchester, N. ii.

at

ior the best batiks

as well as the dost
pigs,
and made that should he
exhibited. Sixty proud and
the city to rival the country in its autumnal
lo\ ing mother.', with their
darling babies,
splendors, by the beauty and elegance of came forward as
per copy.
competitors for the prizes.
their toilettes. The new styles in hats are
.Mrs. Stevens was the fortunate holder of
New York Stato Democratic Consomething “stunning": and one variety, the
vention.
very best baby under six months old
having il' sides turned up and looking like and to her was awarded the
Hie Democratic State Convention of a sort
gold necklace ;
oi cross between a
eluipeau and the to tiie best girl baby under twelve months
New York, assembled at I'tica at noon, on
paper hat oi boyhood's soldier-play ing was awarded a
gold cup; to the best boy
Wednesday, of last week. Mr. Beebe, of days, when surmounted vv itli the inev iiable
baby under twenty months a gold medal;
Sullivan county, being temporary chairtlovver-plot supplemented bv two or tinve a ten dollar
gold piece to the baby who
man.
A resolution recognizing the Liber- sable
ostrich plumes, taken in
conjunction
had
the
reddest
hair; two gold mao's to
als and inviting their co-operation was with the i'i
the br-t pair of twins, and three
gold
ottered, and as many deemed it premature, j with buttons a.
large as saucers, i|l(. medal- to .Mrs liaeon, the exuberant
it led to considerable discussion and eon chatelaine with it formidable
armament
mother of triplets. The exhibition is refusion, pending which the convention took ot umbrella, fan. satchel,
etc., etc., tile
ported to have been interesting and excita
recess until *_>
\\
ni.
that
linn-anp.
I'.lizabetliau riitf, and the -treamei
of
ing as well a- piraitabb' to the Agriculother recess was taken until half-past four,
bright ribbon depending from the throat tural Fair as well as the fair
sex
when tie* committee on credentials report
and reaching to within a foot ot the
U Iix not follow the
of the
example.
ed. unanimously agreeing licit tin- Tam
ground, -produce an ell'ei t that would put Waldo Agricultural
thereby
aid
Society
many delegation from New York *• ii\ to the blush a brigadier-general in all I lie
ing .Mr Pitcher in clearing your ground
were the
The
regular delegates.
report glory of lirld-day parade
from debt, and encouraging a very imwas agreed to, and tin*
Apollo Hall delelhe ladies have a I last given over
putting portant branch of home industry? You
left
the
hall.
l'lie
committee on or- of their hair from the bark of their head
gates
otb r premiums for the purpose of improv
ganization reported a list of ottieers. with and it now tails in two
ropv braids down ing your breeds of cattle—why not do
Horatio Seymour as president, tiny. Sr\
the back,
agival nnprov enient in appear
anythin.;" 11. improve the breed of babies y
mour made a handsome little
spe.-eh ir*• 111 anee, and a delight to the washerwoman's
which we make* the following extract
heart : for whatever can lie -aid against the
1 be trial of the boy Vdelbert Dawes,
In a large number of the tow n- and coimticdeparting fashion, il had the one redeem aged 11 \ ears. Ibr the murder of Alice
«>f the State, there are two minorities, tin* liberal republicans, w ho cannot go with tin* admin- ing
duality oi cleanliness and then again Spear, aged 1 I. a .Madison llridge, Somistration, and the member" of the democrati<vviih the hair pul ed
on the lsih ol dune last lias
away from tin* neck er-ot t
ju-l
party. They iind when they go together tlu \
become the majoiitv. Ai ling upon ihi- I-1 at
and pinned like a I aunto on top .,| the been eompli : I at Skowhegan.
liar
Judge
the spring elect ion- they united upon loeal candidate", having n-nard only to linn*-- am! head, and a Ileal little collar ttiriicd in the row presiding
I hi -linL-' Ii»irn• t,-.j f/n jm \ among other
strength, and tin* result w a- a gain of m.irh opposite direction why what pla n m
ItHt town- ami tin* eontiol of a number nf coun'/1
ties heretofore oppo-t d to us. I..a us net in the appropriate ihan the -now v peiiiu-uiar!
Haw, ]m»1111• *.i the -ui, •,.t tin- window at the
same spirit of good "cn-e and
mik
and
and
lint now alas! with the hair liangin: down
patriosi-ui
'•napped it. inn aiding to frighten them,
wv -hall not
t5'• w a- mill s ■•! maii'i:night,-r if death ensiled
only earr\ the «*ounti«*- of N, w
vv here
are
on
sure
to
••niu-s
and
’l «*rk, and tlm- gain a body of polil ieal -t ivngt 11
it."
the
l>\
y
nation <>i
h- discharge of tin* gun, e\en if he
in all its section, but we "ball also put on>■ ^rcat cruel rutv
not Know that the gnu was loaded, if the\
eneimling the eitidel like an in did
State into its rightful po-ition. tiia! of the
v\' Ia i- lied tlial lie did not exercise the chuvv'nv. a t i1 *n and a.v w ft it h w •mid naturally he expect*
stronghold of tliose who -e«k to bring b.aek our surmoimtalile r/n ive.i'-,/. -/W.m
government to it- ancient "impliedv, a iira«
lellovv hasn’t a lair chance, v on know and «'I ot a l».,\ ,,f lik age and capacity.” Case
ami eonstitutioual action.
'•a' t
the in\
litipast twelve, Thursday.
the girl- are
real mean,'' if they onlv
1 hiw
niie in on,
f,• r additional iustruetioii,
A resolution recognizing tin
Liberal
v\ 11ioli
ariven, and at -e.-vii o'clock. that
knew il.
a>
evening,
lien
11-• 11■
a \erdiet of guilfv of
Republicans
worthy coadjutors in the
I’m I did not intend vvriiingot the Indie
IliaUs|;: gh t e|
work ot reform, and inviting their co-opbut <>f something, however, that mav |.
eration :i" also a resolution condemning
On l* rid:t
within
siI'l.v have led me into the domain oi
the back pay, were referred to tin* emu
a
week «a- made t * throw oil the track
v
fashion, iz.:
mittec on resolutions.
< ,>1. Leilows advv -e via a:-.
s
and w ••el. a passenger train on the Hast*
dressed the < t»n\ tuition nit removing from
l iie Uo-lon Herald undoubtedly stands cm raiimad. bet ween Windham and North
positions on the state committee all who at tlie head of tIn I’.oslou press in tile item l‘>' \erl\ Viab\ pi icing sim pers across
had been deli led with “hark pav." .su- ol circulation, its daily is-ues averaging the track. 1 lie >elu*me was not successful.
-une Sii.liiin
copies, and the Sunday paper
ing :
I ’in* manaikT- ham placetl watchmen
i- tar
in advance of any sheet printed on
It was the duty of tin* D-*mocrae\ to -irik.
that day in the number dispensed
I he along the line to detect if possible the per
dow n any man wlm-e bands an -uilie.l b\ Huhas improved in lone during 1 h
■’
,-t'Ilte nitlr ige
It is hoped they
reception of thi" back pay -teal, and tin* paper
pt
last halt-dozen years, and though ii
Democracy should not hesitate to d<> it- dui\ in
111 a \ It,'
till, aid t In* villains brought
this matter. 'The \oiee of the jieople from tie
scriptural plainne-s grines some, and it
to ill- ieSierra Nevadas. to the Atlantic ha- been ex- i light manner of I rent
ing criminal iutelli- I
pressed on thi- matter, and it demand- that no | geiiee many more, yet it i- a great im |
man who allows In- reputation to be -ullied
by
on tin- Herald under it- former
B u V !U1,
At 1
ill fit
this, the most gigantic robbery on record.-bail : provement
Harbor, < >ct
be taken into contideiicc.
lie referred to the management.
fdh. ■'■•elir. B \ Hays, i.o t«»iis, owned 1*\
in*
a.
<•
of
other
hav
a
<-nvuiat
nm
State- on thi- -object, ami
'lima;,
position
mg
j
asked it New York "hottld stand a- an apolo- v, -in
parlic- ii!> Heorge. anil by ( apt. Win.
1> now in a prosperous eon
gist. ot these public, robbers, [Applaii"«* ami dition,
111!I\ recovered from 111<
Mnitli. win- will command her
she is a
having
erics of "no, no.”] should we place the interdownward course which culminated ii
lir-l rale vessel
ests of the Democratic parly in the hand- of
and classes A I for ten
men guilty of this robbery?
lie thought the the spring of 1 s7_, when it was at th
I in* builders wee Bean \ Bong
yearDemocrat" mixed in this robbery wen* deserv- lowest point
it 11;111 reached for man
ing of the most censure. If was expected of year-, the (ilohe hav ing drawn many subthe Republicans—thi- atroeioii- outran:- —bul ii
—s.»ni.- >>i 1 In• I‘.mu •-latif newspapers aiv
scribers from the Journal during the lir< heci-.;
was not of Democrat-.
<1. ii miii in- tin Northern l*ueiiie Kail road enlew months of its earner. The Advertiser
t'M’pri-*. a- an Admini.-trali-*n Measure." Tin*
1 In* ( on\ ration then adjourned until
Pod and Traveller, whose daily .-ales ton
e.111.>rforget tiiat tie- road was chartered sevTlmrsdax morning, (hi reassembling’ a up to about Hhioo each, are papers wind
eral mmiiv l..f.>r.
mi.mi lieeanie
President.
U l.i
b
series ot sound and ringing resolutions ly unlike, but each is well supported
it- perilliai' e
\’n! tin-.
Idle P. -; ifni-ovi that there's notliwere passed,
among which are tin* fol- 1 >emoi ;atie and.nstilueucy
the Adverti-er a lb-p.iMi
I'm: pa* iti 11" *■ 11 lie administration
Ii

have

improved fj»eir opportunity

■

—
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should devote till its energies to the nullisurprised that this fication of this kind of temperance legislacountry produces an experienced inquirer tion. Recently the Mayor of Milwaukee,
into these mailers who imt only' disproves taking counsel perhaps of his own w ishes,
lowing—
the doctrine of the alarmist, but contends refused to require the liquor sellers to take
That we condemn and denounce
Resolved,
lie salary grab, and all ( ougiv--men—Demotor exactly the reverse, that the world is
out licenses under the law of Wisconsin,
cratic or Republican—who \oicd 1 >r it or wlo
now
producing more bread than it can eat. alleging in defence that the law was un- have not renounced all siiai» in die plunder
seized for a ser\ ice alreadx done and paid for.
lion Mcvindcr Helniar, well known for constitutional.
A case was brought in
Resolved, That we condemn and denounce
his extensive investigations, and a delegate court requiring him to obey the provisions tiii: Rkksidknt's sniNAirm: n» hit mi i.
WIIICII ci 1 -Ni 111:j» mis in up
rx
and W hich
to the statistical
Congress at Si Peters- of the law. His attorneys defended him gave S'booo to each Congressman while procurfor
himself
after
first
on
the
#lot).non
that
the
ing
alter
a thorough sifting of all the
emigres- hadjii-t
ingeniously,
ground
burg.
refused to increase his salary, and we demand
law w as inconsistent w ith itself, and there- it'
tael s, is convinced that the bread
supplv
repeal.
That We condemn and deno'one.
Resolved,
fore of no died, in that it licensed the
not only of this country, hut of the world,
as Utterly unworthy the people'- eolllideUee the
is in excess o| tlm demand for consump- sale of liquor and then punished the seller Republican parly t«*r hax imr permitted the

cordingly

Cross ex. Haw dc-cribcd all thing- 1 took tion.
Mr. I telmar starts with llie assump- j for acts done under his licence: second,
from Mank liou-c. that I recoiled : 'searched tion
that when Maltluis made his calcula- that the statute law violated the common
trunk in room: found letters in it: some had
Dr. Baker's name to them; can't say whether 1
tion, three-fourths of a century ago, the law in making the seller responsible lor
have them now; if I have them they are at my
world had readied an epoch of its history very remote consequences of his act; and
house; there were about a dozen: examined
trunk below in hall—think prisoner waspiv-ent
when it' capacity to consume had over- third, that it was possible for tlie drunkthen: ean't say what letter- found there: this
ard through other members of his family
come its ability to
produce breadstull’s,
was 17tli, in afternoon;
ean't say who wahows how the products of the to profit by his own crime. The Supreme
present; examined other oik* same day. when and then
two selectmen were present: took nothing from
('ourt has decided the ease against the May
e been increased since that time by
soil
11:iv
trunk but letters, that I remember: Lucy'mother was there at examination of trunk in
a
belter system of tillage, and improve- or. alliriuing that the law is constitutional
entry : shew these letter- to ( o. Attorney, -aimA-an and sound in law the State having a right
day : not at same time with others; wln-ii found ments iu agricultural implements
to prohibit or regulate the sale of liquor
those at the Doctor's the Att'y. (ion. and < 0 illustration of this
of
hi~
subject.,
portion
Att'y and others were present: one letter taken
he lakes France in In'.lii, and shows that as it sees lit.
wa- not signed by Dr. Bak» r: it i- at
-lore:
my
the pocket book was given selectmen of \\ ar- the annual
Ill Several other States a law lias been
product of luvadstull's was
ren; don’t know what became of watch: in
sustained by the courts, and the result has
I:*.:)
bushels
book
of
besides coppers, there was but
pocket
per capita
population.
little; no letters in his pockets,orother papers;
From this point, says Mr Delmar. "the been very marked. Iowa is cited especgot key to open trunk from Lin y or from conially as having given heavy verdicts to
stable, think from her: asked her for it, and increase of drones, a series of military reshe gave it readily; ean't say where I got kev
those w ho have suffered from the conseand
the
verses,
of
condition
mestationary
to trunk up stairs’; inside of half dozen pennies
of liquor sidling, and the provisin the pockets or pocketbook: -aw 110 other chanical invention, caused the
product to quence'
ions of the law there are so clearly definmoney; gave a thorough examination, or in- bill, until in 17'Jl
it amounted to Imt lu.s
tended to; found no cartridges or other amand the law is so popular, that the limunition: there was a pocket knife: no surgical bushels per capita.
The drones having ed,
instruments or medicines found: did not exsellers have not had the courage to
quor
amine gig; there|was no foot board to bedstead: been swept away by the revolution, and
lightstand had drawer, and examined it: found mechanical invention stimulated and ap- appeal a case to the Supreme('ourt. The
a cartridge shell in ft; 1 did not take it out first:
working of the law so far, seems to prove
I did not take charge of it: one of selectmen plied to industry, the product rose to !
took it; there was other stilt! in drawer, like bushels per capita in 1N40; 17.N bushels in that it is both more effectual and more
paper rags: there were present the constable
fm:.’:
lli.li bushels in l.Sti'i; and 'JK.'J just than either the absolute prohibitory
and two selectmen; Co. Attorney might have
been; it was in l\ M., two hour- after w got bushels in Isils.
Iu the (present) I'nited law or the simple license without the civthere; no physician present then; madecxaiiiiil damages (danse.
the
product in ltitl.S was s.tt
nation for pistol, a thorough 011c as possible Kingdom,
then; am acquainted with firearms: ean't tell bushels per capita.
In 1.% 17 it was 17>.(i
what kind of pistol this
A New Indian Policy.
tits; other
In IS lit Kngland changed her
per capita.
"hell was larger than fhisTabour two sizes,
The last number of the Western World
of same style and make; other clothes of hers
commercial policy and abandoned llie sysbesides those retained were sent to her at her
contains an interesting ami amusing artitem
ol
bread,
domestic
did
not
examine
them:
she
relying
had
it
upon
on
request;
when she came back; first saw her during afterriiciiceforlh her grain product was al- cle on the character, habits ami customs
noon, in charge of constable, who brought her
of tin* Indian Tribes which have been for
lowed
to relatively decline.
In 1S.V4 it
no
sent
up;
physician to examine her. but
a
heard it spoken of; have impression that con- was l.j.7) bushels
long time tin* source of great annoyance
per capita, supplemented
stable examined her clothe-.
to our Government and of prolit to the
1-1
bushel
of
Direct resumed. At Dr. Baker's house found by
per capita
imported
a pocket hook: it bad
tribe of scalawags
known as Indiau
money in it, about one breadstull's.
In 1S.V.I the home product
hundred dollars.
A
deal
has
been said withAgents.
great
John B. \\ alkor, sworn.
Live in Thomaston fell to It bushels per capita, and the imin tile past two years about President
anil am a physician, in prai licc 2<> years: assistrose
to
one
bushel per capita.
portation
ed a post-morU*m examination of Dr. Baker, at
(irant's Indian Policy; whatever it may
tin* Mank house; [ileserihed position of the Now (1*7:1) the home product is Hi hushhave been it does not seem to have worked
as
lie
had
died
by others]
[•oily, substantially
els, and the importation about li bushels
instantly, as no blood was visible except little
very well thus far, for our national troubles
About
Delthe
Mr
pools coming from mouth and nose on each per capita.
year lSdll,
in tin* matter are no nearer a close, apparside; there were stains of blood oil bis Hollies mar thinks the
gitat movement in agriin front: blood had coagulated about mustache
than they were two years ago. The
and beard; we removed body to another room, cultural progress in parts of the world be- ently,
of a lew Modocs may be very
removed clothing and found two pistol shot
hanging
Two
events
hastened
this
movement
wounds in chest: lower one began at cartilages gan.
well as far as it goes; it is only doing by
of the 5tli and titli ribs at attachment to breast
—the World's Fair at London, and the inretail what the writer of the article referbone; it passed through, hit upper lube oi
troduction of railroads on the Continent
right lung,thence through mediastinum, thence
red to wo.uld have done by wholesale uninto and through the heart, through the l. ft
—following which, 11.Is of capital and der his
It would not
lung, to lower edge of 7th rib, slightly fracturproposed policy.
ing it, and lodged in muscles of back, three mechanical invention were let hmse from be
strange if that policy should meet the
and a half inches from spinal column; tin* bul- the lew countries which had hitherto culet shown me is the one then* found; the
approval of the President, especially as
wound through lungs produced bleeding at
grossed them, to penetrate, to open up, lie is a
military man and believes in tin*
mouth: it would come with lirst breathing out: and to stimulate into a new activity those
of Gatlin guns.
there was much blood in chest, it was full; the
logic
shot would cause death in a few seconds; no vast areas of ('hristendom which as vet
Alter referring to tin* recent
wound would produce death quicker: second formed but the
light bebackground for civiliza- tween tin* Pawnees
wound between 2d and 3d ribs, and did not
and Sioux Indians on
tion.
American
mowers
and
penetrate chest, but passed around and up bereapers, the the
Republican river in Nebraska, a lull
neath the collar bone; we did not iind it; it cut iron
1
plough, the hoe, spade, horse-rake, account of which went
sulwlnvian artery, an important blood vessel:
tin* rounds of tinthe lower wound was lirst shot fired; the sec- seed sower, threshing machine, grist mill,
press recently, he adds:
ond shot would hate proved fatal; think lie
and various other articles found their way
was standing at first shot; at second shot he
\\ e look upon thi> Rawnec-Sioux
tight, bloody
Mashing oil his back; skin around lower wound into all parts of the world; and add to a> it was, as one of the most important sucwas blackened,but not burned; in the other the
these agencies, continues Mr. I tel mar, “the cesses in tin* march of civilization of any that
skill was burned and blistered for four inches;
has taken place for many-a-day. Fighting Inhis shirt was slightly burned at lower wound! employment of steam for river and ocean dians with Indians, we look
upon as son nit
and much more about upper one. in fact burned
tin* rapture of ( apt. Jack, and
polinj—instance
boats, and the world-wide use of teleto a cinder; have a drawing of the
the Modocs, by the Warm Spring Indians; there
wounds,
traced by thin paper lain on chest, showing graphs, by which a scarcity ot corn in one i< nothing like it, it’s
economy, and it’s a sucwound and line of burning; [plan shown to
cess.
The arming of tin* Sioux we look
upon
can be made known and almost
as an important departure of President Grant's
jury]; the bull rose ail inch from point country
where it entered, showing an elevation of the immediately supplied from llie
Administration, one of the first; it has worked
surplus well;
now lot the
pistol; knew Dr. Baker; lie was about five feet
he extended generally
products of another, and a rough idea can arm the* Pawnees, plan
ten inches high; the body was left that night in
full as well as the Siouxs,
'the room, in charge of constable; [a human be formed of the enormous strides that turn them loose, and let them
tight it out “on
skeleton was here .brought in, and the witness
that line, it it takes all summer.” We would
proceeded to illustrate the course of the hull in have taken place within comparative re- improve the plan, by sending along with each
respect to the ribs front and rear. The shirt cent years in the production of breadstull's hostile hand, a few companies of cavalry—the
which Dr. Baker wore was also put ill evidence,
“Bovs in Blue,’’ and an abundance of arms,
with shot holes and blood; also the undershirt.] and their mobiliration throughout the ammunition and provisions. The officers should
he instructed to see that no time is lost
Cross ex-.
In tracing ball certain we did not markets of the world.”
by the
Indians in hunting around to find each other,
cut the artery; Dr. Baxter and mvselfdid the
Tin*
countries
which
the
hut
aid
am
both
not
certain
throughout
sides
which
one
to
cut near the
cutting;
bring about a speedy meetsub-clavian artery; had before traced lower
ing. It might also he well to escort the Peace
major part of the breadstuff's are now Commissioners
to the front (with a
wounds, and taken out hall; hud concluded that
strong
was cause of death, hut spent much more time
grown ami exchanged, are Europe, Asiatic guard to keep them from running away)—
looking for second; second wound might not ltussia, the East Indian and Chinese ports, leave them with their “Red Brothers,”'and
then let these guileless children of the forest
have proved fatal, nor disabling, if it Inal not
Australia. Northern Africa, North, Central amuse themselves, while the soldiers surround
cut the artery; if it had, it would have caused
the
death in few minutes; he would have Ix-en hc]|>- and South
parties, allowing no fui/iticrs to escape
Americas, and the West India
less very shortly; the lower one would he fatal at
through the lines, and tin* inglorious task of
once; cannot tell by direction of bullet the aim Islands, and contains a population of-tot),- the Indian Bureau, the final settlement of the
of.pistol; it may lie deflected; burning will not 000,000. This population, Mr. Del mar much-vexed Indian question, and the complete
blister body after death, hut will burn; in this
success of the present administration in
solving
ease the skm was burned so as to come
otf, but declares, produces annually about “eight a problem which has puzzled the brains of
was not
statesmen
and philanthropists for centuries,
blistered; impression is that after death thousand million bushels of grain, an
will heat once, and
burning will make skill come otf easily: the
triumphantly accomplished.
second shot would produce no blood in
of nearly nineteen bushels per
avery average
short time after death; in this case the second
This amounts to twice as much as
—Capt. Biuldington, with the survivors
wound produced very little blood; it could have capita.
Med hut little for lack of a
the upper the people of France and England con- of the Polaris arrived in New York last
cavity;
one hied most
externally; from first wound
blood would flow into chest hut a few seconds; trived to live upon a century ago, and half Saturday.
They wore taken to the Navy
marked the bullet with an X; can’t tell size of again as much as the commercial world at Yard, where
they were placed on board
bore of pistol it was fired from.
large has lived upon within the lifetime of the U. S. steamer Tallapoosa and left for
Direct resumed. Noticed burned clothing before the body was disturbed; the cinders on the
This is the Washington same day.
present generation."

<j|rtrid</<>

The Mank Case.
Wo shall next week republish so much
of the Mank trial as appears in the Journal this week, with all the added report,
and hope to finish it in one paper.
An
extra edition will be printed, which will
bo mailed postpaid on receipt of live cents

Credit Mobilier fraud- to pass unpunished. in
which its two Viee-lTc'ident'. more than on.
of It- l niteil State- Senator' and it- ii\- < letirnieu of tin
live chief < ommittee- ».f tin llou-e
of Repivsentatix es w ere guilt x participants, and
the two foremost defenders
xvhich liaxe been
rewarded by that party's bead, one with a formission
and
tin*
oilier
with
then-, of tineign
Federal patronage to elect him < Jo\ ernor of a

neighboring

State.

That

Resolved,
demand rcxciim- ref..mi.
wit:
That our Custom llnii'e rex»-nu«- 'hall
got from low and therefore prodtietixr. duties on a fexv articles, not from high, and therefore less productive, duties on two thousand
articles; that tin* needless burden of a high protective tarilf shall no longer be added to tin*
necessary burden of a huge public debt, and
'inee the poxxer granted to< 'ongiv— in tin < <.nstitution is limited to the collection of revenue
for general use- only, xxv demand a revenue
taritf which shall stop enriching one'eetion at
the expense of other seeti<»n>, a h xv mmiop..list- at tlie expense ot tin* w hole people.
Resolved, That xxv demand specie pax m> ut'.
for in the language of tin- Supreme t ourt.before its bench xva* packed to re*ers«- a riidileoiidecision, an act making promi'C'to pay paper
dollars a legal tender in payment of dei.is pivviotisly contracted is prohibited by the < onsiitution, and tin* coinage power conferred on
emigres' is an implicit power not loeiirsrthe
people with a current* x inconvertible with oiiixxv

to
be

mimeivial sheet .ami b. I h
alive and respectable a- tin* pi!
lar- <d‘ the state. The f ravel h
i- n
n
nally a Tern pern nee-Be publican organ, bu
ill hud is ivadv to ehampi m :ilmo-t 111v
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l ilt* (ilobe is not 1 ir111!\ e-tablMie.l, am
is to one thing* constant never; but i! ha
many warm friends and admirer-, inwill no doubt eventually succeed if i
would make fewer change in il ediloria
deparlnieni. Among other recent change
Mr. IIml on, [In* managing editor, ha- iv
tiled and gone back to tin II-raid, am
will a;.- dll be 1 he \\ a diing ! ".I
I
p> i!
dent ot the latter paper.
Air. t ha
ll
d ay lor. late clerk of tlie 1 !< m-e of Ib-piv
sentativ es, retains his p.. it iou of editor
in-chief, formerly held by Mr. Ballou Mi
17 P. Whipple ha- re -unied the literar
department, and he i- doubt le-s the m>>
competent gentleman in hi- line on iIn
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l ln Tr in-erip;. w hose .7 r.-u lalion |'.-1
oil* considerably afn-r b.in burned .<ui
!l
siipefb (|iiarter- by the gr--.a! iim :-ni
during il- occupancy of the t '.lobe oltiee
where il was unable to print a ft111--:/e.
sheet, ha- been -leadly picking up -im-.
it- removal to its temp »ra ry abode, i;
January la-t. ami il now boa-1- an i -m
ot some Id.non copies per dav. placing i
'«*ry nearly where it vv:; before the tin
the new building will In- ready f.»r oeeii
pulley during the winter. ;n January pm
hap.-, and w ill be the most promim n
structure on the W a-hingl n -livei fr n
of the burnt district, reaching head am
shoulder- above tin- other building- on tin
street, which arc but four -lories in height
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Prison.
Ml III" lot ill New >wed"!», with tile e\cep"’"ii of eight, ha\ '■ been taken up |.\ families
from 'll" old eeimtia
M.
I idv -lopp'.1 a train mi the Portland
Mod le. ii"-1*
h’ailr-enl. the other lav. to have
•
I11*-1 a I card tale n to Portland
Ini

in-:

1 in- i1111a: i -toil"
e
cutter- prote-t aguin-t
him' th" -toil" for die new government buildill Hid die
ed in Maine.

while the Transcript Building, when tin
\d v. A «*i; i\.
Hi" schooner Petrel, ot
I"" kiniid. M<
That xxv demand that tin* li-ea! idled will have its fourth -torv -Iinno'iiit
wi- -old under like! to-dav for
S' .’i! II M I.
ed
an
iron
Man.
tin*
onof
*rdpolicy
paper inflation, protective taritf and
by
tire-proof
(iovernnient 'iib'idie- 'hall be abandoned
ly r.-ally ir<>u roof in tin* . ity. tin- arelii
A’ llie
niiit n i:
i*
Pri Ignui. rimrsdav, a
the half-civilized nations and age* ..f xx !ii« li it
Ieet- say.
Idle Journal, by the wav. man dr.»\. "M-i audit i- and
is a relie. because it plunders the farmer- «.f tin*
fatal!) iniuYed
the >n!\ -"i. t M ..i lleiirv A. Shoivy ot the
Cnited States both in the income- and mdgoe-; have replaced wood with iron »m tin
P.i
id
New
mi
l..i\
I'h.
i- eight year- old.
<•
it hamstrings our manifold industries, and con- Washington and Water -t'vct front
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of monopolists and their iu-i <1 maud- fori In -e
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Hutton to be
great reforms.
In v iew of the farmers* movement the ! Po'tmasli r at Meub.-n. v tee dames l.. (ioogiu*,
II. lumbar to be Postmaster
The ( ’onvention tln*n proceeded to make agricultural weeklies claim some attention. resigned: <■ "i.
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Millivan, vie. 'Minuel liiil resigned; Henry
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The .Massachusetts Ploughman is an old by M< rri 11, vvlimu a crowd was serenading last
( oinptroller— A. I*. Nichols.
week, is beih-r. and 111<*i*«* is probability of hi'
paper, having been some thirty years in recovery. Public feeling in tlie village is in faAttorney-Deneral—Judge Daniel Frail.
existence, and ha- a subscription list rath
Stale Treasurer—Thomas Raines.
vor "I
M. rrill. who was exasperated beyond
Canal Commissioner—James Jackson Jr.
Ii is reported the serenading party
er
Idle endnrane.
larger than the Cultivator’s.
State FrisonJnspeetor—(«eo. W. Alill-paugh.
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j Whiten ille Mail.
piece of the grangers, and like that move
fhai i' a fittniy wav to stand: hut in slippery
The Willow's Mite.
men! in this Male does not succeed o'er limes om- has to do h from
necessity, occasionWell.
ally
[< amden Herald.
A mtv pious young gentleman in WashIdle t'mn -. Courier and Herald, aivthe
A terrible aliair has occurred at Schuyler,
ington. whose principal occupation hither- Min.lay papers, and the Commercial Bul- Nebraska.
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near Schuyler, who i> subject to crazy tits, beletin, Commonwealth, (ia/atte and K\
eame enraged last Tuesday at some action oi
the
afternoon
sion Clerk and taking charge of the press
Saturday
journals,
the two latter hav e Sunday editions l.i' sister and falher,and struck the former o\n
church matters, has been detected recent- though
the head with a gun knocking her scusele."
aNo.
the 'Idmes, which is under the lie then tried to eui
her throat with a hatehei.
ly in appropriating to his own us,- live editorial management of Mr. Durham, tbr- lie allervv ards attacked hi' father, and heat his
s
hundred dollars of a widow
pension merly associated in the proprietorship w ith brains out with the butt of the gun. Tin young
man was arrested.
money as compensation for making out Mr. I haver, is now proprietor of a promi< apt. *J. Merriani.
nent dry-goods linn, and is pay ing a good
Liii. s.wini; si .moN'.
her pension papers. He had been reading
on the SL'o.nnn paid lbr it by
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i'ii
the present owners.
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ury into which they were east. || is hard- by seven columns, making it the largest i poinls: Wb 'tljnoddv lb-add boss lshuul.Whlilepaper in Boston. The Commercial j head I 'land and Ridd.Tord Pool, Maine ; Shaw’s
ly necessary to add that the tmmiin/ has Sunday
Bulletin is devoted to matters indicated by i Point and Rye lb aeh, in New Hampshire.
Several "i I he stations are to he completed this
taken hiinsell out of the way ; entered in- its name, with a
dash of fun and story- mouth.
to his closet, perhaps.
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erally from Democratic sources." says the In- to be tunny and nasty, and succeed- in tin* Hennany. The veteran came to this country
in search of a brother,
lie latideil at Montreal
dianapolis Journal, proves to be a pretty good latter att ribute only.
aim
sort of a thing just now.
theme to Itoston and then to this city
(Jreenbaelis and
I’KIJSt IN A i..
national bank notes are alike taken as ipiiokh
after linding that his brother lived in St. John,
Mr. Siiniiicr wi4l not lecture this w inter, bn the man's face was a sear caused
as gold or silver would be."
by a
urged wound received al the battle of Solferitio, in
Circumstances alter eases. There have his iriends having successfully
lie 11 al ia ii w ar.
him to forego what might prove serious
been instances in which starving men,
in consideration of his recent prostration.
flic work of
ing the foundation wallsot
from lack of beef and bread, have eaten Vice-President Wilson lias hilly* recovered, the new < ustom lay
House at Rockland begun Monage.
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their boots—but the fact by no means
proves that boots are wholesome diet.
—l'rot. Donaldson, accompanied
by two
others, made an ascension from the Capitoline grounds, Brooklyn,
started on their voyage
lantic.

and
the At-

Monday,
across

and walks along the sidewalk like a young
Mr. Beecher and Kdwin L. Jenkins,
man.
tin* author of “< Bnx’s Baby,” lectured here
last week, to great, acceptance.
Tin*
gallant Admiral Winslow, the hero of the
Kearsage and Alabama contlicl, who died
on Monday last, was buried on
Friday, in
a most private manner, his
family not desiring any public di-phiv.

day

Rockland will soon be called upon to vote upon
t he question of aiding the Ray A Riv er Railroad
to the amount of lu-r proportional share of

$100,000 asked for from Knox, ami Lincoln
towns which w ill he $ol.')S0..VL
J. A. Creighton, having bought the McFallum shipyard, in Thomaston, with other parties w ill build next year, a ship of 1000 tons.
Kilward <>‘Rrieii of Thomaston, will build a
ship next season of about 1000 tons.
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The Cheese Factory Association

rapidly approaching completion. A meeting
’>
perfect its organization, choose otlieers etc.
will he held next Monday evening.
The religions revival continue-.and inereasedailv.
Several lois of hay have been piv-sed ami
sent to market.
series of meeting of the Adone week's duration, has
been held at l nion Hall in this town. The attendance wa> quite large, with some speakers
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a success.
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I'll'- Waldo and Penobscot Go. Agricultural
society held their annual cattle slow, fair and
exhibition at their fair grounds in Monroe. Met.
1st and 2nd.
The weather was good, and the
fair tile be>t ever held by the society and proved

a

success.
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Bav View street.

yoke very haud>mne, well
matched. 1 year olds, girlh. t> ft. ft) indieD. and
W Pierce lead on the ground- one
>t« :trn> one

year olds, dark red. white faced, well
matched, girth «I ft. 2 in. he
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olds, three calves, all of lir.-t quality.
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.Joseph Haley had one yoke well matched ox
on.

Ferguson exhibited a one year old hull.very
handsome, grade, Herford and Ashiv. Girth
G.

«;

ft.
'There

vv as oilier good stock upon the groundwhich the writer of this did not get any account or the owner.-’ names.
There were also
sheep, fowls, cows and pigs, Ac.. Ac., to )., -cell

'd

«*f

all

men.

S. F. Mansur had fourteen geese, very large,
three ducks, and three varieties of hens. There
wen also other fowls of various varieties. I do

know to whom they belong.
There were on exhibition a good assortment
of fruit, apple-, pears, grapes. A<
F. W. Ritchie presented thirty-live varielieof apple-- of his own raising.
not

Modoes.

eooljv. but

hi

industry.

They

mueli credit for making the Show and Fair infere-ting and popular.
Till:

SECOND DA\

the horse trot, and lecture by Rev. Mr.
Wentworth, whose talk was very interesting.
was

The day was mostly spent in try ing the mettle
>f tin* various horses ami colts. It was a horse
trot and caused the usual excitement and anxieIt is reported good time was made.
The
ty.
second day dosed the Fair, just at dark, all
Appearing to have had a good time.
Tlie

Biddeford

Libel

Suit.

1'OliTI.AND, Oct.

-J.
.luilieial Court at Al-

In the Supreme
to-day the ease of State vs. Marcus
Watson & Sons for the liiddeford Times
against Judge Harrows and the jury in
Llie Wagner ease was tried. The defendants are father and sons, tho father being
publisher of the Times. The two sons
pleaded not guilty, and the father appealed and
pleaded that he did publish the
article, but without malice, in fact, and
without wrongful intention, and filed a
statement tending to show that it was
made in his absence and that lie
disapproved of it. This explanation being
deemed
satisfactory the prosecuting officer
was advised
by the Judge to prosecute no
further, and the defendants were dislred

ehaged.

the post chaplain piade a very solemn
prayer lor them, and the meeting broke
up. The prisoners were returned to their
cells, and at live r. m., were visited by
their families. This was the lirst meeting smec the death warrant had been
made public, and as it was to be the hist
before death separated them forever on
this earth it would
naturally have been
alfectinjr: blit 1 was entirely unprepared
for the Iraniic grief into which the women
worked themselves. They howled their
weird death song and threw themselves
on their friends,
fawning them all over.
I.veil tile little children seemed to catch
the infection, and they cried and wept in
the most finished style. Jack appeared
very much affected at meeting his favorite
squaw Lizzie and the little papoose.
Hi' sister Mary was even more affected,
and worked herself into a perfect paroxl'he little girl even apysm of grief.
peared to comprehend the situation and
sobbed bitterly as Jack gave her one last
fond embrace, and then the squaws returned to tlie stockade, and the murderers
were left in their cell.
Old Sehonehin met his faiuilv without
much visible emotion, but his cliildr m
cried bitterly, and the squaws veiled as if
the world was coming to an end. The
chief did not betray any outward sign-: of
agitation, lie kissed his little son rep, at
edit, and when jus: before their retreat
they were taken away, lie laid down in his
eel! and rolled himself like a ball iuliis
blanket. I luring the afternoon a number
of soldiers and c itizens went out t" see the
patent drop on which the Modoc-are to
be
v ented to-iiicirrow.
i.

t:

\

—

tin: i-'.x ia

r

n

at

ONE HUNDBED OLD ANI) NEW SAFES
E. B. Morse, 74 and 7(5 Sudbury
street, Bos-

DUTCH BULBS! UJTCH BULBS!

Bank Vault and steel work, of best quality, made to order.
2ml2*

ton.

It you desire rose cheeks and a complexion
lair and free from Pimples, Blotches and Eruptions. purify your blood by taking Dr. Pierce’s
Bidden Medical Discovery! B has no equal for
this purpose.
yon,

-.**•—* iWBaaahit

BELFAST

li

wants

man

a

bottle of

Hour,
Meal,
Rye Meal,
Rye,
('<>**ii,

a

Heaus,
Marrowfat Peas,
(hits,
Potatoes, new,
Dried Apple .-,
Cooking Apples,
Rutter,
Cheese,
Eggs,

man,

••

Lari},

Roef,
Centaur
here is

I

pain

tin

will not relieve,
and

\\

Raldwiu

Liniment.

11i«• h tin-

swelling ii will

in.

lameness which it will not

no

is strong language, but it is true.
P:|rt"
has

l!

not

are

piodiii d

etfeels

its

gone,

more

marvelous,

are

rheumatism,

neuralgia, look-jaw. palsy. sprains, swellings,
caked hr.-ad

.aid*-

burn.*, salt-rbeiim,

ache. A*-., upon tin lot mail
in. galls,

spa-,

in

pretended remedies since

r

iworld began.

.Iacks,>Nv

it.i.i-;. Or., Oct.
l’he corre
of the Associated Tress left Fort
K l.ini-it !i this
morning at I ! :to o'clock. and
In hard riding arrived here late this eve
ning w nil the following report of 111 excel n as
oft apt. .la,-!: and hi- bam I :
Boston Charlie and Black dim were led

lie ir eruleli.

counter-irritant,

and miserable.
had to make.
l’he manacles bad been struck off but
vi-i'.un a vi k's sin-a.i it.
their ami- were securely pinioned with
-1 have cords.
Captain Jack spoke as follow :
heard the sentence and know wluit it is.
At ten o'clock and lifteen minutes the
but 1 feel that 1 an more innocent than latal noose were placed around their necks
Bogu- Charley. Hooker dim. Steamboat under the direction of ( apt. Huge. It was
Frank and ShaekuasLy dim, and that these necessary to cm oil'a little of
(’apt. .lack's
men planned and instigated the crime of long hair, which was in the wav of the
When I look into rope.
which I am accused.
*
my heart I see no crime there, ’flu-young
apt. llogc* then bid farew ell to the prismen started these murders,
h is hard to oners. and black
caps were placed over
rid them of their savage habits. 1 was the heads of the culprits
Vl 111 o', lock
in
favor
of
always
peace, and Bogus and l'ii minutes they stood on the drop,
Charley was the first to propose the mur- and the rope was out by the assistant at a
der of (ien. < anby and the peace commis- signal made with (
apt. I logo's handkersioners. These young men w eve with him. chief
l'he bodies swung round ami round,
1 said ■no.' but they bad the power and •lack and dim
apparentlv dying easily. but
carried me with them. W e came near a Boston ami Sehonehin
suffering terrible
personal difficulty and lily life was in convulsions.
As the drop fell with a
danger. W hen Bogus Charley proposed
terribly deadlv
killing (ien. Canby. Boston Charlev was thud lour poor wretched human beings
the tirst to sanction it. Bogus Charley fell into etcniil v and a half smothered erv
said. 'It' you fail to help me 1 do it iny- of horror went up from the crowd ot over
sclf.'
I i'tvl while tiie-e four nu n are at
sin Klamath Indians who witnessed the
liberty they have trampled over me, and aw till spectacle. \\ ails of deep and bitter
the government should feel more .satisfied anguish went up from the stockade where
if'thev were brought to trial, as they were the wives and children of the poor l',dlows
as guilty
if not more than I am. I say had a fair v iew ol the
shocking scene.
that Bogus Charley w is the only man
l'he e,,Uins, six in number, bad been
who intluenei'd hilie was a traitor to placed directly in the rear of the
gallows,
both side-.
Me told, lie; to the Modoes two ol them destined to be
unoccupied, a.s
1 should like the order
and lied to Ci-uera.l ( anby
the
sentence
of
commuting
to sei
him brought here. Hooker dim Baniehu and Sloluk,
only arrived at lo.:;n
and Bogus (’barley were the men that o’clock last
evening, and preparations had
agitated the murder. I want now to tell been made fur their execution with the
tile truth. I want to see those men. 1 others.
An application was made this
know that Shaeknasty d ini killed (leneral morning to (ten Wheaton In the sheriff
('anby and -hot Mi-ai-hain. and Boston of .lacks, 111 county. Oregon, for the custndv
Chariey killed Dr Tlmmas. Thai i- all 1 "I the Indians in,Held by tin- grand jurv.
know about tin- massacre.
Boston ('barley but i\ as refused.
say- that Shaeknasty dim helped to kill
Fight With Horse Thieves.
Dr. Thomas, and In- wants to see him
tried a- a murderer
\
Shaeknasty told me
to the Portland I Yellow

prepared

hear any remarks

to

they

that In told Bi-nerd Wheaton lie killed
(ienerai < 'anby but i did not believe him
lie said so after the massaere.
Bogus
('barley told tin- lie knew blood was on
his hand and I would not beheld accountable. as In- was the real i-riminal. Bogus
('barley wauled I-- kill both (b-neral.s
( 'anby
and Citl- iu. and was vorv sorrv
that Den.-rat Dilleui did not eonie out that

day
in..Vi k

llii'ii said

:
1
have

.11)1

great many men prestali; to make as Jack
talks t alway tell tin- truth, and am well
known among mv ..pie. ! was wounded at the tirst ticiit at Kn.-t Kiver. and was
very sick for many months, and union the

ent.

out

a

-iv

no

■'jMvial despatch
at Kinglmm. < K

dated

t.

TImor
<

w

entaur
r.

sutler if they

to

'-.-rve

Liniment.

More th

in

ill not

w

use

1000 vrtilieates

niurka'ol,- cures, including frozen limbs,

j

Wuwi.sn.u, <>oi. 1.
At market for the current week -Cattle bodb.
sheep
and Lambs Id,And Swim 1j.»>.Y«-; number of \Ve.-t;ni
rattle d40b. Northern Cattle and Working oxen and
4 v,
l- Mstenj Cattle
Milch (
Price.- of JJeef < attle, per too lbs. live
weight. M.\
tra (jual.'tv 87ooa7 da; lir-t
quality snbOuf, -7. -eeoud
quality 8~» 7baf» U7 1-d; third quality 81 1 dab f, *, poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Hull-, &o., 8-"> bnal
Rrighton I ides- be per lb. Rrmhbm fallow f.a('• 1 dc per lb.
< mi a try Hides -s I .v
< mb.. ! i. w
,Yi
per !b.
5 1 do per lb.
( alt Skins--limbs*
peril). Sheep skin- : .a-: •»,.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, ctli 7ft
8dob, 1 pr, 7ft d ill, SI'.'O; I pr, 7ft, sis.,; i"pr, f.i'r
Isin, 8b‘>'i.
Milch ( ows and Stores—We quote extra at sbba'.'u
ordinary i?di>a.>i> per head, store « utile—Y.urliiies
•81 la 17 d year olds 8 Wad*; d year olds sd>a4b.
sin ep and Lambs Western Slm.-p e,,-t b !-d::‘. a b
I.nmbs, 0a7 1 -4c par il>.
Swine—Pigs, wholesale 7n7 1 do; rcluil o pet lb.
1 da >
!o per !b.
Hogs Id,"On in market; prioi
«oisnrr

cliroiiii -rheumatism, gout, running tumors, Ae.,
liave InM*u received.
emtainin

1

any

pi

on>- re

We

.Tlitimtes, tlie
ling it.

send

11

vv

ine. A'*., gratis, to

re;

bottle of the yellow

Due

dred dollars lb:

spavined

and mule-,

screw-worm

for

circular

a

wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth

or

hun-

one

sweeuiod

horses

in sheep.

Stock-

or

owners—thi> liuim-*nt i» worth your attention.
No

family slemld

without Centaur Liniment,

he

morr than a substitute for Casthe only safe article in existence
certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, inr*- wind colic and produce natural
sic;.. It contains neither minerals, morphine
"i ai.ohol, and is pleasant to take,
t hildren
need not et v and mothers may rest.
is

as lout v

h

l-

M.l:

?---

____—

NOTICES.

BATCHELOR^S_

HAIR

DYE.

!'

HAS. It

<

i“-p

A

IV1IKLOR

Pro]., N

t

and

si\ Weeks this ivgi*m has been
greatly troubled by a gang of horse thei\ es
that have ranged through Northern Piscataquis and this section, creating great
alarm among t.he owners of horses. Light
hordes have been stolen hut retaken, and
the whole county has been on the alert to
catch them, as they have not onl\ stolen
horses 1ml lived on the county. Tuesday
Id!-

Family

the best

Liniment

reiiiedv iu the world tor the following
i/.
i.iuip iu the Limbs and Stomach. Pain hi lb. Si..maeli, Bowels, or Side, Rheumati.-ni in all it- form.-, Billions < oik, Neuralgia, cholera, Pv-entery, Colds, I're-li Wounds, Burns, Sore
Throat. Spinal Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,
<'bills and fever, for Internal and External use.
Its ..{..-ration is not only to relieve the
patient, but
entirely removes the cause of the complaint. Jt
| lie whole system, restoring
penet rat'-- a ml pen ad.
healthy action io all its parts, and* quickening the
blood.
i-

coin].I.aints.

•-

nine men from Moose 'Kivor who
had been hunting for tile thieves several

night

The

Household

(Ob it imrii noli,’*, fin/oii"' ih< />”!.,
mo! Aw
must be puitl for.)
In Windsor, Wis., Sept. 1 C»th. Sn-mi M., wife of
Wade S. Clements, aj?ed -J'* veai-.s and i<) da\
Ii Oakland, Cal., Sept. I., Mrs.
hi.••• > wit. ,.t
M. I*. Towsend, a^ed I years, t» month
-.

PANACEA

>

Si III
PORT

OF

is

purely

came

ITBl.lt

Al

ill

is

a

I'l

iN

I

>

Ian,,

ibon

unu >:tnl

:

“Von all knew me during the war. Imt it
seemed to me that 1 had two hearts—one
Indian and tin* other white, ! am a box
yet; you all know of what lam guiltv.

Although

there

over

comes

some

young

men

rash and anxious to do

that

were

something

to

Hooker dim and
some other boys made all the trouble, and
when I look at these irons on my legs. |
feel that they should wear them and not 1
They were the cause of the trouble. I
l.a/e always given young men advice,
shook hands with the white people, and
here i am now condemned, with irons on
I heard what the Croat Spirit
ni\ feet,
had to say, and think it good. 1 should
not die for what others have done, hut I
cross the river and will go to meet my
father in the spirit land."
Captain duck then begged for a reprieve. He was told by order of lieu.
Wheaton that the great law makers of the
(iovernmeiit had carefully considered his
ease and that the President's decision was
liual.
Hater he renewed his attack on
Hen. Wheaton, urging that it would lie
finite proper for Sear Faced Charlie to
take his place and then his valuable, services would be saved for his family and
his tribe.
Ctni. Wheaton then asked if any of the
others had anything to say and Hamelio
and Slolux denied any knowledge of the
killing. They were then told that they
were only charged with
carrying arms to
assist in the massacre and then they both
denied carrying any arms at all.
Alter the speeches by the condemned

distinguish themselves.

lor

longtime

waiting

on

rival of

the

the

To

Chicago

dock for the

The Confessions

A B HIVED.

which in a moment was in
t<
(irasse Point, where
it met the propeller, took on board the
\ruing lady, ami reached the city an hour
before the said propeller did.
Then from

tug-boat,
on

its way

that bright bark Komeo and Juliet departed, and were quietly married while the
detectives were wildly searching an unresponsive steamboat.

Thirty

applying

immediate!..
sejit an, Dr:;. -:uvi:t

What is the champion conundrum?
every I ul) lias to give it up.

ia.KTi\i: is
elfect upon the*

}

perfectly harmless from

system.'

Experience

of

an

Old

Winslow’s! Soothing Syrup is the
the best 1 .unale Physiprescription Of ">"• "f ,ted
cians and Nin -e- in the 1
States, and has been
used for thirty yeais with never failing safety and
sucees- by million:
of in zithers and children, from

the feeble infant of one week old to the adult. It
I the stcmach, relieves wind colic,
corrects aridity
regulates the boNve s, and gives rest, health and com
: fort to mother aid chib. We believe p to be the
Best and Si rest Ri med\ ii the World, iu all cases of
DYSENTERY an 1 DIAKKHM.A IN t'lllLDREN,
whether it arises from Defiling or from anv other
cause,
full directions for using will accompany each
None (bumine uule.-s the facsimile of
bottle.
hi R1IS X PERKINS i~ on the outside wrapper.
! Sold by all .Medicine dealers.
In lsp
:
often
*■

j

CHILDREN

look

for no oilier
stomach.

cause--

than

Pale

having

and

worms

Sick

in the

VERM I El HE (DMEIIS
will destroN Worms with out injury to the child, he
ing perfect 1\ \\ 111 IT.. and free from all coloring or
other injurious ingredients usually u-ed in worm
pre]iaraf ions.
('I R 1 IS & BRi*WN, Proprietors,
ill

1 A

*

had

>11

and

aillietine.

of the skill

i

*

n

11

U

D

Seats.

IN

r

are

( ro:

Planing, Slrsigni & jig $ wing
iitiiKori. \i; m<ii i,iiixo, inix
INi
IlOlUNi; AND WO0DWoRKlNI. OKXKHAI.I.Y
We a re ;ilso prepare l to

no uoirr
WORK Ol

.Manager of this e-tablishment

public

til*

JM^^u*se same bumors io some
mMuj^MYrhoM* ! ion tlieyde range

or

a.

subsiifl^^Bfciev

,«LLSAi*Ai:i^^^^^p.

di-ea-e

and

l.-, lie

humor- from

.-

e

destrov.

hlood.^^^,!.'igone, tbi* disorder tin
produce disaf^%*Asu<%iJs I ! radons of IU. Am

U'

TO FIFTEEN HO«seS MiitsiM.
Livery, Stage or general work lior.se>.

TWELVE
JL lor

also i iiuke
<>\ i.i:i.i> nine i* w-i.n*.i.u
W \- .<»N S, < IN I; > I \ I \SS |,N (. I. U < <> A' II,
ONI. N INK I’A>S|:ni ;EU OPEN U \4,
<>V ON I N KU t ,u< >CKl: \V Mil >N
>EVI u \l STA4.E > I. K. 11111".
SINi.I.I. ITMiS.

Double & Single Harnesses

announees to

that since the tire he

to Fill all Orders

promptness and

Flli.-l

t«» turn out

LASS

t

i

WORK.

Abbott, Mr. ( base, and all tlx- well known
supervisors and workmen ot the establishment will
he found at the new phire, read) to wait upon ru.~Mr.

_i
the citizens of B« Hast and vicinitv that
he has opened a retail department in connection
with hi> wholesale, where he wili keep an a»ort
ment ct 1 r* nch ami I>•»;11«• -1i*■ <
nfe.'ti> nerv main
t'aetured sit his place IV.mi the
of irannlated
Siigar.
r.m 5

announces to

tomers.

l.'-A

\‘

Fhenix

Kow,

over

F.

hit

-tore.

-•

\\
VHID

<

He Hast.

>

A>il.I., Fivsiden .v Manager
l f, Sec'y Sc Superintendent.

Sept. L,',

tl!J

FIELD & MATHEWS,
PhoouixBow,

.\I;i»nl;i,!inv<l

Belfast.

hi

.MIT( 11KI.I/S

THE P^At'E TO BUY

CLOSING OUT!

!

PIIK >n»>' itlBid.’, sun iv in_r pm tner ot the late
1 linn <d 1,. B. .It >11 N>< »\ \
m• v
ifm 1 u
sale at reduced pi ces tor thirty days, sit their old
stand in llavtord s Block. <m ( iiun n >t. theiri mi.*
stuck of clinic.
.Minimi', l>rc-- I rimming' ami
Fancy hood- 1m tin- purpo't- of H.i-inr ..ut ami
"«*r11iii<r up.
I lie stock consist
ubh
I would tcad.-r tuaak' to >ur ;atr ■> and
tr
flie public irenersdh t u flour Hm-ral pali •.n;i
;ims
u fun lo .• -. i.
t,. •»,
hope they will si vail theum
from our lim of s*.m»1-. a: d aid in I..-in.^ nut mu

IS AT

! FIELD &
"

I

MATHEWS

for -all* at the low.
laru.-'t assortment of

1 i\
\tra

i11prices the
u

**..

1

Parlor Setts. Sofas, Lounges, Chairs,
I ables and Chamber.Setts, Black
Walnut, Chestnut & Pine,
I'1
l.'.'ii:,i
to this
No
lown
Ksnumeration
I I. A 111 I.].' •>. :i!I tilin', from
Simpson 1{ oosfei> t

I" •;

>1

I '. Veisjor.
Belfast. >ept.

A.

V

1 1

Hair.

Husk

*> B.
1 lie entire stock vvill he sold so a -r. at 1-ui
to mu person wishing i«» pur. has*.
1 he stoi
is a beautiful iocsitioti an l has had a l.u^i run u
trade.
MABY dA» k>< \
Belftst. vept. 1:, l,".'.:.
till

|ftun

am

i’.ml

-.

•.

J

! 'pilh >1 list BIB! B havina >..id
1 moved to tin- "I'icrci Block.”

hau-!
; ; -m
I. where he would he liappx to
hi' •!•! tri‘ •!
and customer'. As he intend'to close up !.i> pr.cut l'ii siness Indore |tin«
he earnest!) n nest
il
tlio-e indebted to make pa\im nt hi t. re the i»t s
Jamiarv m \t.
He will ket p a irood 'toek <1 I h nr, t ir.<c. i.
and
pro\ Isions,
chased eh -eu herTlie halanc. of hi- -t. cl. of !
tic l»ry (ii
\
:
stun

•.

'•

■

••

>

|

“CALL OVER AND SEE ME !
Have

reeeivrd

a

Ian*;e Stock

DANE. UAH ADEN.

of
Belfast, \u»

!"7

••us

fill i lint SHOD!!
3>

OUR

]‘imp/<\
TetterQtfrm f\l(

Alit.-tehee,
mors,
/thrum, Seal,! ti n.!, /tingirorm,
.x'<fevx, I'luuinatism, Xeurahjin,
t'ain in the /lon^+njf//„„/, /’, „■„/,• Wi a/, :ie.es,
Seri/ity, Leurorrhiea arising from internal ulm ration amt uterine t/iseases, Dropsy, /tyspejisia, lima
eiadon and (ienerat Petdtity
Willi their depart;

Sold

by

ru ai. a xi)

BOSTON
Willi
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hruggists

and

A

which
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SELLING AT LOW PRICES.

Medicine.

healers in

E

^ Tj
5 r“

IT f.L STO< Tv l»K

Millinery

m

Analytic

P

0

.Il'sT i: K it IiXKI > I'lio.M

health returns.

C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.

H

MXRLI1WER

Erysipelas,

Dr. J.

tin

i'.-r

Who], stir tni.il',

/•,

Stomach, Ki<tiatfdnge, /impdone mn/ lirnpdrc

i*i:i-:i*aici-:i»

&c

l ie above w ill
sold low for eadi or on time for
good paper and can be o-m l»v calling at the stabli
n,‘,h''
HELEAST LIVER V CO.
Belfast. >ej,r. In. is;:;
tfl 1

h.i- based and fitted up the Wilder Foundry, at the
Head of the Title, Belfast, and in supplying it wirh
superior tool- of-very description. I.aflu■< Flnmrs,

HAS

-•

a
o

p‘

•-

C/J

r

.*

i«wsa

l,-r We invite customers to call ami ex-

amine

uitr

Stock before

lo

purchasing.

ii. II. JOHNSON &. CO

In-.

hfc^ipt
IT^\Tt

DURHAM'S FISH

E.

FOE SALE!

Foundry & Machinists

eiistoniers and the
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Hour; Insi’ka.nvk Co.. N. Y. The Home
Almost Every Case Cured With
Co..efNew York, which has trimiiphautlv
weathered all the
that have astiemg^tonns
sailed the lire insufctffeAmtcrcsts, i> now more j
popular than ever, anrkAg all American companies has done the
business in this city.
\it Silt.-1
I >uring a residence of some ten veurs
N‘‘Ver did the II
borough tv possess the in >iam and China,
as a
I found your
confidence
people as now, and Pain Killer a most valuablemissionary,
<^M^iCy\n^Tficun
remedy for iiiat fearful
it deserves ft
iiiY\\n*yYespeet, for it is conducted scourge the ( liolera.
with
the medicine I found it most effectiudieiou^inteSprise, unequalled skill, and ualhi toadministering
the most
give a tea-spoonful of Pain Killer in a gill of
conmQ'utivc care. It might have
doubled its business in this metropolis and else- hot \va:er sweetened with sugar, then, after about
where if its management had been less reso- til teen minutes, begin to give about a lablespoonful
of the same mixture every few minutes until relief
lutely circumspect. The Home is hearing oil* was
obtained.
hot applications to the exlie- palm, and i» the
representative tire insur- tremities. RatheApply
the stomach with the I’ain Killer,
ance company of Aim rica.
[Insurance Times. clear, and rub the limbs briskly. Of those who had
Miles S. Staples oftliis eilv i> sole agent for the (
liolera, and took the medicine faithfully, in the
the above (ompaip
way stated above, eight out often recovered.
ID v. R. lKKFORD, Missionary in China.
"I •oes one woman in lilt y till the lower half
>*l In r lung's with air?" is the stern
1 m:.\it sii:».
During a long residence in China 1
inquiry of a
sanitary exchange. 'I'ln editor of that, paper have used your valuable Pain Killer, both in my own
and among the Chinese, and have found it a
never heard the voice of an
family
infuriated mothermost excellent medicine.
In the Summers of lstfc*
in-law.
ami lSo.‘J, while residing in Shanghai, 1 found it an
almost
certain
cure
for
cholera, if used in time. InDr. Howe's
Testimony.
deed, using it in a great many instances, I do not
I’htsi iei.h. Mu., Maivli, 1*72.
remember failing in a single case. For three years
Mn. J.\s. I. Fei.i.ows.
I have been residing in this place, more than fifty
IM-:ai: Sih :
During the past two Years 1 miles from a physician, and have been obliged often
have given your Compound
to fall upon my own resources in cases of sickness.
Svrup oi' Ilypo- The
Chinese come to us in great numbers for mediptiosites a fair though somewhat'severe trial in
cine and advice. ( hough without medical knowledge
my practice, and am able to speak with confithe few simple remedies we cancommuml
ourselves,
dence of its effects, ill restoring persons stilferare so much in advance even of their
physicians, that
ingfrom emaciation and the debility following we have almost daily applications. We
allow them
diphtheria, it lias done wonders. 1' constantly to come, because it brings us in coutuct with them
recommend its use in all affections of the tliroiit and opens a door of usefulness. In diarrhea, colie,
and lungs. In several eases considered
hopeless vomiting, cholera, coughs, etc., your Pain-Killer has
it has given relief, and the patients are fast l’e- been my chief medicine. Yours, very truly,
ID v. T. p. CRAWFORD, Tungchow, China.
ruveriug. Among these are consumptive and
dd hroneliial subjects, whose diseases have
I hose using Pain-Killer should
strictly observe the
resisted tlie other modes of treatment. For
following directions:
impaired indigestion, and in fact for debility
At the commencement of the disease, taki* » teafrom any cause, I know of
nothing espial to if. spoonful of Pain-Killer, in sugar and water, and then
Ds direct etieet in strengthening the nervous bathe freely across the stomach and bowels with the
renders
it
suitable
for the majority of Pain Killer clear. Should the diarrhea and cramp
system
continue, repeat the dose every fifteen minutes. In
ilisoasps.
this way the dreadful scourge may he checked and
I am, sir, vours truly,
the patient relieved in tin* course of a few hours.
AVJi. S. IIOWF. M. D.
N. 15. lie sure and
get the genuine article; and it
A Sunday-School teacher was explaining the is recommended by those who have used the PainKiller for the cholera, that iu extreme cases the
iimniprescnce of the Deity to his scholars, and patient take two
(or mote) teaspoonfuls instead of
nded by telling them that he was everywhere. one.
\\ hereupon a led-headed hot asked:
I he PAIN KIKRHR is sold by all the
"Is lie
Druggists
in my pocket?" The teacher
in Family Medicines.
replied that the and Dealers i»o
Price, and 50*cents and $1.
juestion was rather profane hut lie would answer “Yes. lie was everywhere." "I’ve
got you
PERRY DAVIS & SON,
I here,” said the hoy; "1 a’nt got no pocket,"
4wl.isp| Manf’s & Prop’s, l:fii High St., I’rov., R. I

all ,\
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command.
She is over .'do tons; pj f--.-t low er hold
and .» between decks; hard pine has been used ea
tirely in the deck frames and wahs and plan,, out
side and ceiling inside. The brig i- ov nod bv p..r»i,•
in Millbridge and in New \ ,.rk. she u ill ru'.- \if.,:
eight years.
In Lap: E/ekiel Dyer's yard lie has ri:.• li.uk p,
gina folek of about '-tin ton \ \I. wbieli !».p, riu
tended himself and to be sailed by apt \ < 1 la v of Mill
bridge. The hark is for John Zittlosen and others
ot New York, and will be humehed In < in
itli pm
babls.
Both deck frames, wales, ami mo-t -I'-mf
side plank are hard pine, also the mast
hoi-oitghh
fastened with iron and copper, and in. s| i«-k of timber
and no bolt ot iron lias been ommitied to mak.- ih
H I'as strong a vessel :* any innr e*»n!.l wi-h f.,Lapt \ list in Dver L building avc<>el f.u a berm
brig of i:,n tons N M. to I.,- oil about Hu- ii..
1 leeember. He thinks of sailing Ho- ess el when *t
Lapt W in It .Sawyer ha-'a three masted ?el:o me;
of 4.»o tons .N M, to be oil by «i«u!r.
< apt p, ,n.
Sawyer, son of the builder.'i- to command In
I nf
Done of the strong!} made and well fu'-nished __,-|>
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cause
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ar-

detectives sent to carry made.moi•'"*lle back to the old Philadelphia shore.
1 he heart and the brains of Komeo were
stirred. Xever would lie permit his Juliet to In* thus torn Irmn him.
Accordingly he sought the captain of a convenient

of
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eight lectures, $2.50.

W. iM uksiiaLI
L. W. Plntu.kto.v
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1'iril.n 111 1;,IV.
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r1^ 11 F. >1 llSCKIIil-.K wishing to devote his time t,:
I the rebuilding of his wharf property destroyed
*'} tile reeent tire, offers for *al ins !>tai.' >stfck ,>t
1-oods, con-isting of Dry hoods, hioctrie.-, Froi-*'ions. I-lour, &c.< now a(* I it r.
Flock,' opposite
the old stand.
Any person wT hing to go into the
trade ean purchase the -fork at a great bargainin'
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ph \Y
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Orion, Osborn, Ellsworth.
Neb .John B Daily, L.-ng. S.-i\aiinali
L Sell Helen Maria, Prin.v, Canid- ',.

requiring .-kill and
lv.g'isp

Published a- a warning and for Lie benefit of Young
Men and others who sutler from Nervous Debility,
L< --s.-s < »f M A a in
»V>, ru:., M’.yiplyi'.ig the means of
self-cure. Written by one who cured him** it" after
undergoing considerable qi.acken, and sent free on
receiving a post paid directed envelope.
Sutiei ei a:
in> itecl to address the author.
N A III A X 1 El. MAY I AIK,
bin Id |.
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all diseases

an-

takes plea.Min iu announcing to Ids friends and the
citizens of Belfast and \ icinit> that lie has taken tin
paint shop connected with the oM 'land former!',
occupied l>\ Me>sr> Treadwell ,N Mansfield where hiis prepared to lo ea; raigo painting of
every description and in tlie he>t manner.
hope' le. perfect >atisfaethni and honest dealing to merit a liheial slmiv of your patronage. Now
i> the time to bring ii
mr deighs.

Saturday, Oct. 18th, 1873,

with

Sept. g‘.». Seh John B Daily, Long. St Leorge.
Let, 1- Sell Helen Maria, Prime, PortiainL
1.
Sells Jack Downing, Patterson. Kockhiud;
Eclipse, Bobbins, Bangor.
a.
Sells Eightboat, Wood, Non ^ ork. Edward
Everett, Shepard, New York.
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propeller, found that other
persons were awaiting fur the same with
equal anxiety, and, furthermore, that they

•notion

Nvell
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experience.

gallant young Philadelphian wooed the beauteous daughter
oi a cruel father and mother, wdio did not.
like the young lady, appreciate his many
So Komee. and Juiiet resolved to
giftslly, and be married faraway from their
Komeo went to
tyrannical objections.
< hi.-ago
by rail, while Miss Juliet wended
her solitary way to Kullalo
by rail, and
thei.ee to Chicago by the lake.
Komeo,
a

an-

Subject and .late to be

coursi-

fifty

Kcliast, .‘H-pt.

o'clock T. -M. at the WAIM'S 1 ABM, in North
port, the following Stock
Beef rows. \ Mild,
< ow s 1 three
year old Bull, 1 three year old Meet, 1
three year old ( of, l Porters Wagon.
I his well known tarm is also for sale on
priv /,
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upon the camp of the party \ eget able and all Healing.
and surrounding if d<•manded them to surPrepared I,n
<TKTIS X BROWN.
render. lTie party, which consisted of
No. ;i.. fulton street. New York.
|
two
men.
a
lire
for
.-ale
all
responded
In lsp
war
by opening
by
updruggists.
path. My heart tells me 1 am a good on the
j
who
in
closed
pursuers,
and strung man, and able to take care of
upon litem,
A BOOK FOR EVERY MAN.
the ModocIt Jack and Sehonchin are tiring as they advanced. The two themI'll E “Si IENi I. of LII E, OR SELE l’RES
killed. .1 should then be left Intake care of .-eh es did not give up until severely woun- ERN'A rioN,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
A Y E PE B
the Modoes.
I don't know what Jack and ded, one through the lung and the other <'ur> ot' Exhausted Vitality Premature Decline in
Mmi. Nervous and Phy-ical D'-hiiity, Hypochondria,
in
the
.shoulder.
Two
of
the pursuers Impotence. Sperniatorrlm-u or Seminal
Sehonehin iliiiik about it. That's my idea; deep
Wetness,
am afraid of nothing, and
when it i- war received ugly llesh wounds, but not dan- an all other di-< -a.-es ari.-iug from the errors of
or
tiie
or
excesses of mature
gerous. Their names were Kiehard Hol- youth 1 his is indiscretions
I< >li
am always in the front rank. If have been
indeed a book'or every man. Tliouden and William Kay of Moose Kiver. years.
-ands have been taught by this work the true wuj
guilty ni' crime, the law of chief decides The
to
health and happiness. It is the cheapest anil
thieves were captured just over the
PURIFYING Til a BLOOD!
that I should die. I hav e been a long time
best medical work ever {iiiblislied, and the
one
confined in the guard house, without even lines in ( anad:t and brought to this side to on this class of ills Nvorth reading. l'.Kitb only
edition,
Thi
Compound of the
the house of Otis Holden.
a chance to tail;; and if we are to die. I
they refuse «-n i-ed, luueli enlarged, illustrated', bomul in beaut i
v»**•»•!:iI»1« altera! i ve.- S:
A requisition will he ti:l En-m-li cloth. Price only j'-i. Sent by mail,
think u should make some arrangements to tell their names.
po-t paid, on receipt of juice. Address PEA B< >D Y
The people in the sparse- MEDICAL
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for our spirits in the other world, and 1 made at once.
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the l‘»th or goth, a calf skin wallet containing
three dollars and twenty live cents, and a note
of hand for twenty-tive dollars signed liy Jeremiah
Jewett. Any person returning the same t«• the subscriber will be suitably rewarded. All persons are
cautioned against purchasing said note.
hi MV A K D J At KsO.N
Belfast, Sept. -7th, lf>7 ».
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SAILED

Ihi- splendid llair Dye i- tie- Best in tin world.
I'he only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridieu
i<»iis tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of had dyes and washes. Produces Immi.ima
vi’iia a superb Bi.a< tv ok Nati'kal Blown, and
b-l\e- tl.e bail- « l.t.AN sot-T \ N !» 111'.AlTI I t I.. The
genuine in tied U. A. 11 a do !<>r. Sold by all Drug-
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KIT'i KliXiK’8 1>KY MOODS STOBK.
1
Ixivt* this day opened a full assortment of w orsteds, which I will sell at lowest Boston prices. As
these worsteds are lresh, and of
every shade of color,
ladies who call for them may be sure of
being suited.
Also a large stock of patterns for braiding, and a
machine for stamping patterns. Stamping done on
short notice.
B. KHiBhlX.h,
A- pt.
ls7d.—tfd
Old Telegraph Building.
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In this city. Sept. :<>. hv I,. II. Ilanev,
K-p, vt.
Rufus K. Seav.-v uni Miss K\a i». Wi'irht, I nth of
this city.
In this city, Oct. C.th, h Ih-v. W. i
hrown. Mr.
William Pii*kcrin<r, Jr., of' Salem. Ma —.. ami Mis.
Helen S. Welch of IMihst.
In this city, Sept. Ml, i.v liev. <
h. Piper, Mr. lh n
jamin 1*. Kundall and Mr> Miriam l>. hrmio, '-.th
of Monroe.
In Monroe, Oct. I, I.v D >. l'lamier>,
K-.p. Mr.
< harles M. Kurlms]| of' lack-.m an 1 Mis
!.,
Thompson of Monroe.
In Jackson, Sept. >th. hvJ. II. Cook.
Mr.
K-.p.
John W Aims of Jackson ami Mil.iM
Ward of Thormlik'-.
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HE A Ns —The market i- firm, and there i a fair
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p« lni-h -md for
i
l""1 >>••»»»»< id 8d hbad 77) per bush ; yellow eve: |,;;Wbeen sold to-day at 8 d 7ba s7
per bush.
1 ID II
Apples .$3al per bbl. Drapes r.i-r ^ ,ii
berries 8<>u0 per bbl.
PO l ATOMS—Sales were made at f.be i„
bush
for Marly Rose.
HA\
H e quote good an 1 choice hav at 8d.>adn ia
j ton,
ami fair to good do at 81-lal-, Straw' remains
steady at $d7ads per ton.
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I,AM.. IHKKSDAY KVL.NTNL, SLIT. g»th,

Wal.oojLp.mb

Harley,

whiskey,

let hint
and not
sneak home with a bottle of Bitters," or -Cordial," and pretend that it is medicine. If lie
wants a tonic that is
something better than a
temporary stimulant, he should get a bottle of
Peruvian Syrup, (an Iron Tonic.} that will
vitalize the blood and give durable strength to
the system.
a

buy it and take it home like

Weekly for the JournoL
Hkli ast, Wednesday, Oct. S,
$'.b00at3.5<»jRound Hog,

Corn

The 111:111 igcr- of the Lyceum
tin- pleasure of
announcing that the course for the season, consisti ng of eight lectures, will commence at
IIAYKOKD

iunau;

CURRENT.

PRICE

Corrected

■■What is the date of your bustle?" asked an
anxious father of Cauajoharie of his
fashionably
attired daughter, after searching in vain for the
latest copy of his paper.

BELFAST LYCEUM COURSE.

t about the 1st ot
tal Lectures, and will
it the old stand in Hay
*ch following.
\V. STODDARD.

r>n 11 a it > v Fi.owkkino Bri.ns mailed to
nppli
cunts enclosing $:j.oo.
\ descriptive price li>t of
Bulbs, free.
(iwl'sp
VVm. H. Spooxki:, No. 4. Beacon St., Boston.

bright, sparkling eves apleaded without a sear. Ii 0 no humbug. The !
peared unusually brilliant, and gazed
around the circle in a i|uick and restless on ’lie scaffold lirst and Sehonehin next. fee'po is published around each bottle. It is
j
manner.
Tim interpreter then informed I in v trod on with apparent indifference,
tin-in by order of the President that their having evidently resolved to die as bravelv selling a* no article ever before sold, and it -ells
wives and lamilies would betaken good a- they had lived.
l aptain -lack went
because it doe- iu-t what ii pretends to do.
care of: also that Ceneral Wheaton
waeasily Up the St a irwax but looked wretched

a boy i feel like a man.
When
I look each side of me, i think of those
other men like Sehonelun. 1 am not afraid
The greatest variety shown by any one per
to die; I think I am the only man in (lie
son was by II. *
Webber, who exhibited fif- room ; I fought in the front rank with
teen varieties of apples, very hand-mu;
Shaeknasty, Steamlioal. I’.ogus. and HookMr. Daw son exhibited one dish of very hand- er. T!iii.
1 am wholly man. not half woI killed Hen.
some apples, tin- third year from the
anb\, assisted b\
graft, of man
Steamboat Frank and bogus. bogus said :
livening specie-.
'Do y<m believ e these eommissiouers mean
'I’here were other lots worthy of noli.
not
knowing who raised them i omit speaking of to try to make peace with usir 1 said I
He said, I don't believe so;
them Then there were potatoes, onions.squash- believe so.'
they want to lead ns into some trap.’ I
es, carrots, parsnips, turnips, Ac., and all very
said All right : I go with you.’
Captain
handsome.
Anderson ivim inbers when llogus came
Mr. .lohn Goodwill had present specimens of
into lamp in the evening, and when I
twelve rowed seed corn, sound and handsome.
came in Hie morning.
I would like to see
There was also some extra eight rowed corn
all m\ people, and bid them good-live lothere.
I Would like to go to the stockade.
dnv.
1 now come to the ladies’
department. The I see it loo late now that our chief men
articles were numerous, well got up and very were not at Hie bottom ot llu
affair, and
handsome. Mrs. L. Woodman presented me
they did not like such a prominent pari in
toilet s*q, one smoking cap, one cushion, one tin* massacre as the
young men. I am
watch ease, one worsted tidy, one cotton do., young.
I know but lilLlo.
\\ lieu I see
on. patch quilt
containing 3024 pieces, all very anything with my eyes I know it.-’
ni l) Sl'llnM'MIN
beautiful.
-Mrs. If. < Webber lmd hung up one patched was asked by order of Ceneral Wheaton,
il lie had anything he wished to say.
The
quilt very handsome, containing 4520 pieces.
Miss Lizzie A. Osgood had a quilt containing old chiefs eye lighted considerably at the
of
a
talk, and making a sign in
2>:n pieces: the colors so arranged that it lookprospect
tin atlirmalive. he presently commenced
ed very handsome.
There were other quilts
and spoke as follow's, his speech
being inworthv ot notice, I do md know to whom they
terpreted I>v diver Applegate and Have
belong.
Hill
Then there was worsted work too numerous
•■'ion all know me here.
J was always
to mention all very excellent. Mrs. F. W. Hitchie
a
there was a time when I
good man
was among the principal contributors.
did not waul a white man here.
1 asked
Miss Webber presented a case of wax work advice from whin- men.
1 sent mv boy to
of fruit which looked tempting to tin* taste.
Vinax reservation and he chose a piece of
The great variety of articles in this depart- land for his home.
I.oston Charlie has
told the truth when lie called me a woment would satisfy any one who saw them,
I was like a woman and opposed to
that the ladies of this vicinity are equal to oth- man
I was always a peace man
war.
Hut
ers in taste and
are entitled to

<m

Mr-. .1. V. ( uittv 11 ami
Win.
('rows street.
M. A. « uiluan <>n Miller street.
Hasuiah <;ilUiin Mrs. Mary Bla< k.
sim’-rvjss
Mr-. 1.t-tnder I>avi*. John
Bird
H nr\ l'atl.r-on. Frank (freer. Thomas
Farrow and Mrs. Marv Ann i'oomhs on
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Execution

Nrw A nun, Oct. 1. A l-'ort Klamath
despatch dated yesterday, says: liamcho
^uite a nifty sen tile occurred at the trot in ami Sloluk were perfectly delighted at
Monroe last week, in which on- man became getting reprieved lids morning, their sencom im-cd
that “the colored troops fought leuees being niinmnted In imprisonment
for life.
nobly.**
At eleven o'clock on the second, (ien.
That huge pile of granite outside the door of
Wheatmi had a talk with the Indians in
the .•savings Hank's new location is to he used the
guard house. Captain dark. \v ho looked
is building the vault which work has been comconsiderably worn and pulled down by
menced.
elo~e e mlineini-iu for two or three months,
took a seat on the end of the bunk and old
A party of ladies going to the I'nitarian Conference at Keimelmnk. last week, started off Sehonchin sat down on his right, huddled
full of piety, but threw it all up with their din- up in his blankets.
After the (leneral had taken his seat, the
ner before they were off White Head.
One of
Post Chaplain walked into the middle of
them says that if ever she goes on a steamboat
the virele of Modi vs, and delivered an adagain, she hopes she will have a wart on her
dress, which closed as follows: "I have
no>e as large as the monument.
to tell you all that tho Croat Father in
A limn recently
put in an appearance here, W ashington has divided that to-morrow
claiming to have walked the whole distance you must all die for your sins, and the
trom Pike'.- Peak, lie was quite sick ldr a few (treat Spirit also tells von that if y ou reday- after his arrival and a la* was :i stranger, pent and show sorrow for the crimes y ou
had he died lie would neeossarially have been have committed, you will go to the happy
land." lb then stepped up and shook
interred here, hut our city physician lived him
hands with all. adding: -1 hope to meet
up. and sent him on hi- way rejoicing.
you all in the happy laud above
La-t Moiidn) as Willie (juimbv was running
W hen these remarks were translated b\
a« iws- Custom House
Square, a dog mistaking Dave Mill, tic captive,- cv ineed considerli e M at of his trousers for something eatable,
able interest, and they were evidently
took a .-mall mouthful tor a sample. He sandstriving hard to maintain composure and
vv iehed a small piece of William in between his
they had a very stolid appearance, but the
nerv nits twitching of i lie hands and restless
shirt and trouser-, and that night William asked hi- lather if In- couldn't -land up and eat hiwandering of their eves show that the I
blow struck hard.
slipper.
Huston Charley kept steady chewing
Not long since as one of our young sportstobacco while the sentence was being
men was bagging a
couple of birds, a man
spoken and si|uirled juice about the iloor
ni-hed into the scene, of action and shot otf biin a nonchalant I v ie. as if nothing of any
llionth with this charge—“Look her*-. I don't
importance \va- taking place. Sehonchin
w.-int any shooting in those woods.
When my
expressed liiscoiitempl for tin* whole matb. g
liear a gun go otf tln
bunk and chewing
pul for the sound, ter. lay ing buck on 11
and in a minute the ir,.,,,!*
of'mt". in the mo I extiressivo maimer as if the
’1 hat old chap i- hound to have some hoy- to
entire proceedings were rather a bore
Jack appeared t > laki the news very
close his dying eyes for him.
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CLARK & FERNALD’S ubd see those beautiful i
mantles <>i white and
variegated marbles, selling
cheap. Any person building or remodelling houses
should not fail to
see

then

Also

basket*, vases,
for

I'nvn, ( oimfy ami Mato
i.i:
>-alf t*»r tin- u-*• «>f.l<»hn »u\t r'-* l’atiiii
hnprov. ii Fort >t.»ppor Fa.-tniin^
L«*ttor< l’atont luwiii" I»♦ -«• 11
p.
.1 ollll < JU’WT «.r 1. i 1H'i -111 '• ill(•
1 11:11:
than 1. Ollev oi Koeklaml, Jul. j:.1. is;:;.
This invention has for its object topro\id«- an im
proved device for slopping, in m- reliant yc--« is tli>
ports or orifice in the bow- or sub -of the ve.-.-rithrough which fi eight i* taken into the Im>M the invention having special reirroneo to ports f..r taking
in lumber, but being applicable to all kinds of port-.
and being designed to tarnish an apparatus therefor
which will take up little room, and In out of tin win
when the stdpper is out of the port, and which will
securely lasti u the stopper in the port in a er\ .-im
pie and convenient mamu 1
By using this Improved Port Stopper Fastening
wc ohvinti the use of a
lanyard, sa\ ing time ami
ami
money, and securing the port in much h >s
more secure than b\ the old method.
Tit is port Stopper Fas. ening consist
if an eve I 1 r
made fast in the port for the reception ..f a link t..
puss through a cross har having diagonal slot, p» r»
ceive the inner ends of the link-, through which
wedge shaped keys are are inserted.
For further particulars address
JOHN < A I! \ !‘B. I incolm ilh Me., m
JONATHAN I*. < II.I.FY, Kocklnnd. Me
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1000 <; old Rid Sih r Lover Hunting Mutches (in
all, worth from
to $H00 eachjL
Coin Silver 'est Chains, Solid and 1 >oul\-plaU*d
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Belfast,

GIFT

Ship

will lie sent to any
must be addre ssed to

L- D- SINE. Box 86,
toyH
Cincinnati, 0.

R. Y. GRIB & GO.
Wholesale 1 dealers in

Groceries,

Grocer’s

Drugs, Crockery,
Wooden Ware,

A. li. CAR 1 I .li respect fully iutornis his numerous
friends ami customers that lie is still at the old
lh SAI.ooN, where he will alwavs he
stand,
ready to welcome all.

& Co

Rockland, July 1st, IST.'t.—Omfii

D. BUGBEE & CO.,

BOOK SELLERS
ACCOIXT KOOK M A XT FA< Tl'RKRS VXD
HOOK lil.XhKKS, ltailgQr, .Me. Account Rooks ot
.■very description ruled t<> pattern, made to order.
Piano .Music, Magazines, Ac., &c„ bound with neatness and dispatch.
Return freight paid.
*«r-All orders promptly attended to.
iimr,2

OYSTERS
served in every style and at all times. Also MKAI.S
AT AI -1. HOCUS. A large stock of t onfectioiiery
of every description, Cigars ami Tobacco always oil
hand.
Hi-)“CANXEl) C1MU S and JKFUKs » specialty.

Iyfl/KJ? ME A CALL

/ -u

You will always find 'every thing that is usualiv
A. K. CAKTKK."
kept in a first class Saloon.
Belfast, Dec. Yl—lyrY*

time ami amiisoiiwfit-z 'with thm-Kprsonal
:nd bf the
endorsement and
King and Crown l’rinec'Mjf ; \ \
I lie larger cities and eo^ioraliutis also
encourage this amusement, and tie natural
result isthat the llelgian lords binegrown,
through cultivation and training, to survor. Tire choice
pass ail others tli
-locks come trum TnRajutntm, apd \v4tereever llown these 1 dialsm;ri®ini tliVfr Vellearned distinction.
The carrier is somewhat largJ' than the
ordinary pigeon, being about titmeii inches
in length am
weighing about twenty
omiees.
They have long straight necks,
with pectoral muscles well developed,
'bowing powers of vigorous and longeomimied lliglit. Standing upright, they
are more neatly and
elegantly shaped than
the ordinary pigeon, betraying at once the
higher marks of an upjn r yrtirle. The distinguishing characteristic of the “Antwerp." tin- most prized variety, is the
“lump" or “distinct raise." just above the
These pure
beak and between the eyes.
Vntwcrp' are extremely scarce in tills
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they fly entirely by sight.
loosed from a balloon at great

heights, they have been known to circle
round and ret urn to the balloon, while in
other eases, they have flown directly
toward' the cloud', as the nearest objective points in view.
I
iI't- In
A: the sea battle of Solebay. the pet
Up.
\\
il. '.
pigeon- belonging to the commander of
the London, which hail of their own vvill,
follow e,l their master from his tormer vesNear the Kuil.
sel. the llevciige, ieli the London amidst
i-l \oillh' the dear dead »1;«\
tii
cannonade and were soon lost to
l.
an.l til tin- chorus dumb,
view.
1)11 the succeeding day when the
l.iiuth t lirough t In gut b ring lia
:
time*
thin
glit
echoes come.
lie, i had drifted leagues southward, the
»•
i.haunt the glimmerin- wa\ s.
pigeon- again appeared and flew on hoard.
ii ;!"•*« last
eni|»i\ \< ars.
A- these were blit ordinary pigeons, it
nd d\\ indh 1. t< ll it* old tab
r.
-how' the strong instinct ot the bird in its
•n i. tin
i*i -ing- hi mine < am
v
11\
nd. _■
\la* no mop*
natural -tale, and the great possible adgreen '*j,ring of »nii!e- and t'-ai
vantage of this instinct into something
amla nd o: Long Ago.
more
nearly approaching reason, by the
-■•‘•k tin-u'itli their eager eyes,
id: h-'u : :< iii. and fain would know.
interfering and aiding hand of men. As
V :1 h th- Ul ’neath the Starles- *kiethe falcon i- trained for limiting and the
! .• -ilellt shade- below
hawk for lishing, so the carrier tor its penit iful' to w hat forlorn
culiar station and duty.
I»earh
cold kingdom arc they
I lie power of flight which these birds
ii.it Ini!Ii nowhere forborne.
po—ess, i- even beyond the marvelous,
'•»
it
faire-t flower- and overca-l
splalanzi say- that swallows possess a
'.‘.dor* with relentless scorn
flight ot on mile- in 1,'! minutes, while the
\ hi’i* w hile the evening
light
common -wilt flies tit) miles in id minutes.
V WaUiV ill tile western sk\
'■
*•••’
-Mai 1 let places the capacity of carriers at
r.
i. v tait
'ing sight
-.a
Mall glimmer iv i! di<
do miles
per hour: Damiri, the Arabian,
iai k. -hall fa!: all-ending ni ilit
at to,, miles per day
f rom seauderoom to Aleppo, a distance
of one hundred and twenty miles, the orCarrier Pigeons.
dinary time has been two and a half hours.
n r « r
pigeons mi lln- late < arriers hav e been known to reach New
1 i; .• >ii «*t' lli* K\ cuing 1 lerahl,
dork Iron the rieetields of North Carolina
|*r--j»*>'ei| live in tin- ascension of in six hours, which is in excess of the time
h.i!hhin. Jia\ <■ directed the at
allowed by Maillet. The average speed
ii"
|»lllilie t.» the performance' ot the
ltclgian bird is between thirty-live
nged messengers
In view of and
forty miles per hour, although in the
and of the engagement entered
great animal races at (Ihent, on dune g-t,
tie- livenmg Herald in ref1
twenty-lour birds were thrown up
it‘tiling e\|M dit i' >11. :l f*\\ traveling toward limieii. a distance of one
i\
..1 the origin, uses. and
hundred and litty miles.
I'lie first bird
O. me.
lie*'" birds enilllol fail to
arrived in ninety minutes, tliys making
'•
mi*
I roin Mr. I ( > WentilHi
xir.iordinarv time of one hundred
'd He
M-"i
ifi-l lb
u ho
mi c- an hour. Sixteen of the birds arrived
1 I In ;i
ni ii " -to -k •»! pure
j'.
in two and a half hours, while the others
■’
'111
d ! **po
V ,• gleall tile to|were either much longer or were entirely
r.
t;1
ll"lelo-|
»
‘el
i'jint"I their iim* is lost in the
•-!
111ei"111 hi'lorv, and their
Buried iu 11 Well,
in.-ii! is purely
m
mailer of
mp!
In -aered history I he ret urn
\ .nl and painful accident
happened to
h
",
do\e i- tdiui'-sible of a double a
digger, named Augustus Norbeigh,
Mi l inak.
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who was engaged in
clearing out a well
in J.enveuwortli, Kansas, on the -_'d mst.
lii.- I.euveiiuorlli I'inies, of the
says:
Al. mi! I o clock he was
being let down
into tin- exeat ation to relieve a fellow-laborer, and w hen be w as near the bottom,
tin
w hole wall tell in on
top of him, almosi completely tilling
up the hole, anti
crushing the unfortunate man down into
the s|1;1||„w water.
I Ms voice could be
heard, calling iu tile most supplicating
lone- for help, and as soon as it was ascertained that the man was not killed, hundred- ol men set to work to clear out tin*
debris. A windlass was put iu position,
buckets procured, and the stone raised at
the rate "l one bucket in a minute and a
quarter. Al -i\ o'clock, two hours after
the accident occurred, a depth of sixteen
feel bad been readied, and the voice of
Norbeigh could be heard quite distinctly
railin': upon his resellers to hurry up, for
he could not stand il much longer.
The
t*•:ii*•.11 \v;i< intent*.
A< soon us one?
mail 11
d al tiie windlass another
jumped
t" l i1
iiplace. flic members of the
l i" Department were on hand, and worked w ith desperation. Seven o'clock came,
and with it the cheering news that the

other ancient times
d early a ud significant.
know ii to have 1 rained

the purpose "I carrying me*.
lie- aiithjiiiiy ot the record
il iv e I race of the int n »dile"i In
bird as a eiintrude or sictlii Id.,"lx pas^ager.
"lx Au n reoii '"lit messages of
■

*

and teiulerness

tlie fair lhithylli'
* earriei dove, and in his lini Ii" menu
*iy «<t 11n- humble
preserved with that of the

"t

in-

'd''

to

"ivei .>f hi' freight
(Kid
-mi Moi, of the ( Hvmpian
■•1 1 a nro'tIn-in*' to Ids lather in
in".in'o| :i purpled pigeon.w liile
‘• 1
i.• ti"•! in the ,-it v ot Modena,
iit
i<
min to entrap and destroy tin*
,,,.—. 11pg«-r'
by means of which
mid Ibaiiuskept up a eotistanl eom■mIi
Ill’ll i-iiietlv aided in 11 n*i e
1

r«
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Maudes iiie. \\ In. w rot. w it li
lie day s of tin
Kdu ard'.
tin A'iaties employed this
igefs both in times of war
In tin ( : usad<*s they were aly "h. hilt liol lu the e\telit U liiell
1\
"ilded ’" render their ii'.- <.f
m ill
\l tin- ',ege of fv re
m\
•■ioploy "d hawk.s whieh drove
iln- « arth for 'belter, when
.night and lln* messages
or »di..-ing. unt il the art iiie"
I. tin- m«*'t disastroils re-

.!• -i

1 tstened about t he necks of

I ■'i1 lt« ir u-e dates from the eardat»
<>| !i story and romance.
Tin*
: iy- ol these bird-, at disi thir;y
!
forty mile-, with sentiuuinually w etehing from the sumthe i-.-iay towers to receive the
1
w r«»te on the thinnest of
:
s
!
,-ed the scrap within a
-1 r 11
I ..fa lew layers of gold
I ii
11 triii contrivance was then l'ast: h
th
neck of tin- pigeon by means
ader
u |. and the bird loosed. To
cm
mi-takes o,-curing through accii
>,
to the messenger, tin-re was
s
oi:d d i -pat ehed 1 wo hours after

i-

gradually lengthened,

until the

:e-nci perfection is attained.
They also
oh. the feet of the birds in
vinegar to
them cool and prevent their
alight
-eareh ot water and t hus
soiling t he
1 he great posts
ie
iiTfurkey were
it. -t
i\ ed in TJo.s.when Bagdad was sackI and de troved.
< hi the eontineiil of
Kurope, prior to the
.’ trodu<‘tion of the
telegraph, these nies■
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Despite all efforts, however,
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aides-de-camp

It

apologise.

while these officers were at breakfast
with the family that Arnold received the
despatch which announced Andre's capture,
and caused his (Arnold's) instant Might, on
pretence, to his visitors, nt a call from
West Point. Some hours later,
Washington, arriving with Cenorul Knox andCeneral Lafayette, and finding Arnold gone,
followed film, as lie supposed, across the
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Washington approached the house, liiaide, ('olonel Hamilton, who had remained
behind, came hurriedly to meet him, and Fire Commissioners throughplaced in his hands a despatch which, as out the country recommend
confidential staff-officer, lie had alreadv
the ASTRAL as the best safeopened, and which disclosed Arnold's
treachery. \\ ashinglon communicated it- guard when lamps are used.
coutents, doubtless before dinner, to Con
Send for circular
oral Knox, and to him alone, v\ itli the brief
For sale at retail by the trade
and significant words. •■Whom can \w
trust now ?"
generally, and at wholesale by
fhe usual version is that he thus com
the proprietors, CH AS. PRATT
munieatod the portent ii ms new to (i cm mu Is
Knox mill Liifmjilli- jointly : lint that i an & CO., 108 Fulton Street, New
error.
The statement made to me bv the York.
latter, during our journey to La Crangv,
surprised and interested me at the time,
and remained indelibly impressed on mi

memory,
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STINSON N ( ii. Portland Maine.

alter dining at
set out with his suite, intend-

distant, that evening
What
would have happened had he earned out
his intention, we can now only conjecture.
\\ hat men call chance—a casual meeting
near Fishkill with the French minister,
De Luzerne—induced him to remain there
that night. Next morning, after sending
notice to Arnold that he might expect him
to breakfast, he again changed hi- intention, turning off to visit some redoubt- on
th- Hudson, opposite West, Point ,and -end-
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has a good fishing and shore privilege. i> well wood
d, and is suitably divided into mowing, pn.-ture and
tillage land. There are about so apple trees on the
farm.
The buildings are a one storv lion-, I.and
wood-shed connected, a barn -fo feet sipiare with
\\ ill a] -o
carriage and wood hou-e joining
>|
substantial riding wagon, a working wagon, a good
harness, two sleighs and a plougl
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every heart.
My admiration and sympathy were no
doubt transparent, and these mav have
wen for me, from one of the most
genial
of men a hearty reception. At all events,
he devoted himself to satisfy my curiosity,
with an overflowing good-nature and a
winning kindness and simplicity that I
shall remember to my dying dav.
A few items of our conversation 1 -till
most distinctly recollect.
One incident,
presenting the Father of his Country in a
rare aspect, ever recalls to me. when 1
think of it, the tender eyes and the <>rneious, loving manner which made tin
grand old Frenchman the idol of till voting
people who were fortunate enough to share
his friendship.
it was just before the unmasking of the
sole traitor who loomed up during our
Revolution, on one of the most eventful
days in all that eventful period, and more
than four years after the immortal Declaration hail been read from the step- of the
old statehou-e ; it wastin' ildlh of
September,* 1780. < hi the afternoon of the pre-
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going to press we visitthrough the agency of these birds, but the ed the scene of the accident, and received
ending of messages was rendered ex- the astounding; intelligence that the man
tremely hazardous by the expertness of was still alive, and talked beneath the
the (ierman sharp-shooters, who devoted mass of stone and earth that covered him,
their time and attention to the destruction to the men at work above. At 1 :.')<> a
.! Ihese messengers, with
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oi of training these birds, as
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lurkey. i- thorough and ingenI he bird- are taken when
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ih* y tail t<» return from this short dise
within a reasonable time, they arc
rejected and ahandoned to the ten
»iier<-ie- of the gourmands.
If they
• e.'-i
in thi- first effort, the trial dis-
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Dorm.I. Dins, o<> ami upwards;
Breech-Loaders, $50 to $55u, ljities,
Revolvers, Dart Duns and Cap ltities,
(ioods sen! to all parts of the country
express C. (). 1).. to be examined

In its issue of Thursday, Till, the Times
tolls the unexpected story of his rescue,
saying: Yesterday forenoon, at 11 o'clock
it was announced that the man Norbeigh,
who was buried in the well at j o’clock
on the afternoon of the previous day, was
again reached, and was still alive amiable
to converse. For eighteen long and terrible hours he had been entombed thirty-live
feet below the surface. During that time
the well had been thrice dug out, and as
many times caved in just as the unfortunate man was about to be pulled from his
When the earth and
terrible position.
stone were taken from his head for the
last time he seemed to be unconscious of
the fact that he had passed the night below
the earth, and asked what time it was.
Alter his removal from the well he tajked
quite freely. An examination of the body
revealed the fact that the circulation of
the blood in the lower extremities had almost wholly stopped.
None of his bones
are broken, but lie complains of severe
pains in his breast and hips. He was un-
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of th e mass of earth about him. Last
his pulse had improved and he
ieridenla 1 and liner species produced, seemed to be improving rapidly, with the
flies,, are produced and made more val- exception of a slight swelling of tin1 lowuable I>\ the "lireeeding in" process of er limbs. His escape from death while in
keeping tIn-111 entirely unmixed. They are the well was indeed miraculous."
lenueii the "homing bird," from their
known ability to lind their way home from
Lafayette and Arnold's Treason.
In Kngland, the
any reasonable distance.
But
the event of this visit of mine to
etislom
entire
olden
was to keep the birds in
Paris was my introduction, by Frances
darkiie.-s prior to taking them out for (light.
\\ hen loosed, the true carrier rises upward Wright, to Oenoral Lafayette. Of all men
iua spiral flight, continuing in this circling living he was the one I most enthusiastimilil recognizing some known object in cally admired, and the one I hail most
to see. These feelings
the distance, he darts oil' in a direct line earnestly longed
towards it. ( arriers trained to a circuitous had gained fresh fervor in the l idled
States. Just two months before I landed
aite will gradually shorten it. until they
at New York Lafayette had returned home
in an arrow-like
line
between
fly
straight
the two objective points.
It thrown up in in the Brandywine, after a year's sojourn
in the land which lie had aided to liberate,
hazy weather, when objects are not easily
discerned, loss of the bird is almost certain and by which he had been welcomed as
never nation,
till then, had welcomed a
to follow, as
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Large bottles the cheapest
F. W. KINSMAN, PROP’R.
Water Street,
Augusta, Maine.
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